
Chapter 6

Route Optimisation for Mobile
Networks in the car-to-car scenario

6.1. Introduction

There exist several vehicular applications (see Section 3.1), such as multi-player gaming,
instant messaging, traffic information or emergency services, that might involve communi-
cations among vehicles that are relatively close each other(i.e. car-to-car communications)
and may even move together (e.g., military convoys). These applications are currently not
well supported in vehicular scenarios.

Although automobiles can communicate with other vehicles through the infrastructure
(the Internet) by means of the NEMO Basic Support protocol, they could benefit from better
bandwidth, delay and, most probably, cheaper communication, by forming vehicular ad-hoc
networks (VANETs) and making use of the resulting multi-hopnetwork to directly commu-
nicate with each other. The challenge is to achieve this direct communication through the
VANET with a security level equivalent to the one provided bytoday’s IPv4 fixed Internet.

As described in Section 3.2.3, to the best of our knowledge, there is only one proposal,
described in [WMK+05], that combines Network Mobility and ad-hoc approaches.This so-
lution assumes that each vehicle is a moving network and the performance of inter-vehicular
communications is improved by creating and using a VANET. This mechanism is a first
attempt to optimally combine Network Mobility and ad-hoc concepts to support vehicular
communications. However, the security analysis of this proposal was omitted by the authors.
Their proposed solution has several security vulnerabilities, that would enable malicious
nodes to perform several types of attacks [NAA+05], such as stealing traffic or flooding a
particular node. The design of a solution that provides a combination of NEMO and VANET
to optimise vehicular communications in a secure way is one of the main objectives of this
PhD thesis.

This chapter presents a Route Optimisation solution calledVehicular Ad-hoc Route Op-
timisation for NEMO (VARON). VARON allows local car-to-carcommunications to be opti-
mised, by enabling – in a secure way – the use of a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) for
local communications among cars. The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. An analy-
sis of the security challenges posed by a generic vehicular solution that combines a Network
Mobility approach (e.g., based on [DWPT05]) for general car-to-Internet communications,
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114 Chapter 6. Route Optimisation for Mobile Networks in thecar-to-car scenario

with ad-hoc mechanisms aimed at improving local car-to-carcommunications, is provided
in Section 6.2. After that, VARON protocol operation is described in detail in Section 6.3.
A security analysis, and a validation and evaluation of the proposed mechanism – based on
simulation – are provided in Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 is devoted to the conclusions.

6.2. Exploits against vehicular ad-hoc car-to-car optimisations

By using a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network to route packets of localcar-to-car communica-
tions, the performance of the communications in such a kind of scenario may be greatly
improved – in terms of bandwidth and delay – when compared to data traversing an in-
frastructured network through a cellular radio network (e.g., UMTS). However, this kind of
optimisation enables many different types of attacks. In this section, we briefly describe
some relevant examples of attacks that would be possible if no additional mechanisms were
used to secure this optimisation. This would help us to introduce all the relevant security
problems that our proposal – VARON (described in Section 6.3) – avoids.

There are several types of attacks that may be performed against a vehicular ad-hoc
car-to-car optimisation. Next, we describe the most relevant ones:

Prefix ownership attacks. Devices within a vehicle form a mobile network, sharing
a prefix (the Mobile Network Prefix), which is managed by the Mobile Router of the
vehicle. It is necessary to provide Mobile Routers with a mechanism that enables
them to mutually verify that a Mobile Router actually manages the Mobile Network
Prefix it claims to (i.e. it is authorised to forward/receivepackets addressed from/to
that MNP). Otherwise, a malicious node would be allowed to spoof (“steal”) a certain
prefix and get all the traffic addressed to this prefix from other MRs connected to the
ad-hoc network.

Figure 6.1 illustrates an example of this attack. Alice is accessing her Internet bank
account from her PDA that is connected to the Internet through the mobile network
deployed in the car where she is travelling. The car is accessing the Internet through
a UMTS interface. A malicious node (MR M) claims that it owns the IPv6 prefix
prefixBank://64. Since MR M is reachable through the VANET and Alice’s
bank server address belongs toprefixBank://64, MR A decides to optimise this
traffic by forwarding it to MR M, using the shorter route through the VANET. This
is a clear example of how dangerous a Route Optimisation mechanism can be if not
properly secured.

Ad-hoc routing attacks. The creation and maintenance of the ad-hoc routes to locally
exchange traffic between MRs connected to the VANET, is a critical issue from the
security point of view. This task is performed by ad-hoc routing protocols, which still
suffer from many vulnerabilities, mainly due to the unmanaged and non centralised
nature of ad-hoc networks. Typical exploits against existing ad-hoc routing protocols
may be classified into the following categories [SLD+05]:

• Modification attacks.A malicious node can cause redirection of data traffic or
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks by introducing changes inrouting control pack-
ets or by forwarding routing messages with falsified values.As an example of
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Figure 6.1: An example of prefix ownership attack.

this attack (see Figure 6.2), a malicious node MR M could prevent a legitimate
node MR B from receiving traffic from a node MR A by consistently advertising
to an intermediate node (MR 2) a shorter route to MR B than the one that the
true next hop towards B (MR 3) advertises.

• Impersonation attacks.A malicious node can spoof the IP address of a legitimate
node, and thereforestealits identity, and then perform this attack combined with
a modification attack. The main problem of these attacks is that it is difficult to
trace them back to the malicious node.

• Fabrication attacks.A malicious node can create and send false routing mes-
sages. This kind of attack can be difficult to detect, since isnot easy to verify
that a particular routing message is invalid, specially when it claims that a neigh-
bour cannot be reached.
An example of fabrication and impersonation combined attack could be the fol-
lowing. Suppose that in the example of Figure 6.2, MR A has a route to MR B
established via MR 1, MR 2, MR 3 and MR 4. A malicious node MR M could
keep traffic from reaching MR B (i.e. Denial-of-Service attack against MR B)
by continuously sending route error messages to MR A, spoofing MR 2 identity,
indicating a broken link between MR 2 and MR B. If this is done by MR M every
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Figure 6.2: An example of ad-hoc modification attack.

time MR A manages to set-up a route to MR B, the communication between MR
A and MR B through the VANET is prevented from taking place.

Some ad-hoc secure protocols make impossible to perform most of these exploits
(such as ARAN [SLD+05]). However, there is no mechanism that combines in a se-
cure way a Network Mobility approach (to provide vehicles with global connectivity),
and a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (to optimise local car-to-car communications). By
security, we mean a mechanism that is not exploitable in the previously described
ways. However, we do not deal with the issue of avoiding DoS attacks based on
noncooperation and packet dropping, which are really difficult to mitigate in ad-hoc
networks.

6.3. Vehicular ad-hoc Route Optimisation solution for NEMO

In this section, we present a novel solution that provides Route Optimisation for NEMO
in vehicular environments, where a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) may be created
and securely used to optimise local communications among vehicles.

It is assumed that the Mobile Router (MR) deployed in each vehicle will have at least
three network interfaces: oneingressinterface to communicate with the nodes inside the
vehicle that belong to the NEMO (e.g., WLAN, Bluetooth), oneor moreegressinterfaces to
connect to the Internet (e.g., UMTS, WiMAX, even WLAN in somecases), and an additional
ad-hoc interface (e.g., WLAN) to communicate with neighbouring cars and set-up multi-
hop networks (see Figure 4.1). Compared to a normal Mobile Router (without any ad-hoc
optimisation), only one (ad-hoc) additional interface is required. It is important to notice that
Mobile Routers deployed in vehicles will not be much concerned about energy constraints,
as opposed to personal mobile devices or other ad-hoc scenarios (such as sensor networks).

It is also assumed that vehicle’s devices will be always ableto communicate with other
vehicle’s devices through the Internet, by using the NEMO Basic Support protocol. On the
other hand, there may exist the possibility of enabling these devices to directly communi-
cate if a multi-hop vehicular ad-hoc network could be set-upby the involved vehicles and
other neighbouring cars. VARON aims at making possible to benefit from this optimisation
opportunity in a secure way.
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In our proposal, VARON, the MR is the node in charge of performing the optimisation
of the communications. The steps for carrying out this procedure are the following:

1. Discovery of reachable MNPs.The MR needs to find out which other MRs are avail-
able within the VANET, that is, which Mobile Network Prefixesare reachable through
its ad-hoc interface.

2. Creation of a secure ad-hoc routebetween the MRs of the mobile networks that want
to optimise the route they are using to exchange traffic. The ad-hoc routing protocol
used to create this route should provide certain security guarantees making impossi-
ble to perform any of the exploits described in Section 6.2. The mechanism used by
VARON to set-up and maintain a secure ad-hoc route is based onARAN (Authenti-
cated Routing for Ad-Hoc Networks) [SLD+05], modified and extended to fulfil the
requirements of our Network Mobility based vehicular scenario.

Next, we describe in detail each of these two steps.

6.3.1. Discovery of reachable MNPs

Every MR announces its Mobile Network Prefix (MNP) by periodically broadcasting –
through the ad-hoc interface – a message, calledHome Address Advertisement(HoAA)1,
that contains its Home Address and an associated lifetime, to allow this information to ex-
pire. These messages are announced through the ad-hoc interface, by using a hop-limited
flooding, so every MR becomes aware of the MNPs that can be reached through the VANET.

The MR’s HoA is chosen to belong to the NEMO’s Mobile Network Prefix. The length
of the MNP is fixed to 64 bits (/64) due to security reasons thatwill be explained later.
Hence, the MNP can be inferred directly from the HoA (it is thenetwork part of it). With
the MRs’ announcements, every MR is aware of all the MR’s HoAs(and associated Mobile
Network Prefixes) that are available within the ad-hoc network.

6.3.2. Creation of a secure ad-hoc route

6.3.2.1. Building the ad-hoc route

In case a Mobile Router detects that there is an ongoing communication between a node
attached to it and a node attached to another MR that is available through the VANET and
this communication is decided to be optimised (how this decision is taken is out of the scope
of this PhD thesis), the MR needs to build a multi-hop route tosend packets directly through
the ad-hoc network.

An example (Figure 6.3) is used to illustrate in more detail the proposed mechanism.
A device (e.g., a back-seat embedded video game system) in car A is communicating with
another device in car B2. This communication is initially being forwarded through the Inter-
net, following the suboptimal path determined by the NEMO Basic Support protocol, thus
traversing Home Networks A and B before being delivered to the destination. We call this

1The format of all the VARON protocol messages is described inAppendix B.
2Another example could be a car A from an emergency service convoy communicating with another emer-

gency car B.
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Figure 6.3: Care-of Route discovery and validation.

routeHome Route. By listening to the announcements (i.e. HoAA messages) received in the
ad-hoc interface, MR A becomes aware that the destination ofsuch communication may be
also reachable through a VANET formed by neighbouring VARONenabled vehicles. Then,
MR A may decide to start using the vehicular ad-hoc network toroute this traffic, instead of
sending it through the Internet.

The first step in this optimisation process is that MR A must learn and set-up a bidirec-
tional route through the vehicular ad-hoc network to MR B (the MR claiming to manage
MNP B). We call this routeCare-of Route. For doing this, MR A (theoriginator MR) sends
– through its ad-hoc interface – aCare-of Route Test Init(CoRTI) message (Table 6.1 sum-
marises our notation) to its one-hop neighbours:

A → one-hop neighbours:
[CoRTI,HoAB, NA,HoAA,KA+]

KA−

This message includes, besides the identifier of the message(CoRTI), the destination
MR’s HoA (HoAB), a nonceNA (to uniquely identify a CoRTI message coming from a
source; every time a MR initiates a route discovery, it increases the nonce), the IP address
of MR A (HoAA) and its public key (KA+), all signed with the MR A’s private key (KA−).
When a MR receives through its ad-hoc interface a CoRTI message, it sets up a reverse route
back toHoAA (MR A’s HoA), by recording the MR from which it received the message
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KA+ Public Key (and CGA related information) of MR A
KA− Private Key of MR A
[d]KA−

Datad digitally signed by MR A
NA Nonce issued by MR A
HoAA Home Address of MR A
CoRTI Care-of Route Test Init message type
CoRT Care-of Route Test message type
CoRE Care-of Route Error message type

Table 6.1: Table of variables and notation.

(so it knows how to send a reply in case it receives a message that has to be sent back
to HoAA). In order to authenticate the message, a mechanism that securely binds the IP
address of MR A (HoAA) with KA+ is needed. One possibility is to use certificates issued
by a third trusted party, as proposed in ARAN [SLD+05], but this solution seems unfeasible
for vehicular environments. Instead, this secure binding is obtained by using a special type
of addresses: Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGAs) [Aur05].

Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA) are basically IPv6 addresses for which
the interface identifier is generated by computing a cryptographic one-way hash function
from a public key and the IPv6 prefix3. The binding between the public key and the address
can be verified by re-computing the hash function and comparing the result with the interface
identifier (see Figure 6.4). In this way, if the HoA used by MRsis a CGA, a secure binding
between the MR’s HoA and the MR’s public key is provided, without requiring any Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) to be available. Notice that by itself, CGAs do not provide any
guarantee of prefix ownership, since any node can create a CGAfrom any particular Mobile
Network Prefix by using its own public-private key pair. But anode cannot spoof the CGA
that another node is legitimately using, because it does nothave the private key associated
with the public key of that IP address.

A receiving MR (e.g., MR X in Figure 6.3) uses MR A’s public key(included in the
message) to validate the signature, then appends its own public key (KX+) to the message,
and signs it using its private key (KX−). The signature prevents spoofing or message modifi-
cation attacks, that may alter the route or form loops. Then,it forwards the CoRTI message:

X → one-hop neighbours:
[

[CoRTI,HoAB, NA,HoAA,KA+]
KA−

,KX+

]

KX−

Upon receiving this CoRTI message from neighbour MR X, MR Y verifies the signatures
from the originator MR A and the neighbour MR X, stores the received nonce to avoid reply
attacks and adds a route toHoAA throughHoAX (MR X). Then, the signature and public
key of the neighbour MR X are removed, and MR Y appends its own public key, signs the
message, and forwards it:

3There are additional parameters that are also used to build aCGA, in order to enhance privacy, recover from
address collision and make brute-force attacks unfeasible. We intentionally skip these details. The interested
reader may refer to [Aur05] for the complete procedure of CGAgeneration.
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Figure 6.4: Simplified overview of CGA creation and structure.

Y → one-hop neighbours:
[

[CoRTI,HoAB , NA,HoAA,KA+]
KA−

,KY +

]

KY −

This last step is repeated by any intermediate node along thepath until the CoRTI mes-
sage reaches the destination (thetarget MR, MR B) or the allowed hop limit expires. Notice
that MR B, after receiving the CoRTI message, has the guarantee that only the node that has
the private key associated withHoAA (KA−) could have sent the CoRTI message.

Once MR B receives the CoRTI message, it generates a reply message (including the
received nonceNA), calledCare-of Route Test(CoRT), and unicasts it back following the
previously learnt reverse path to the originator (MR A):

B → Y :
[CoRT,HoAA, NA,HoAB ,KB+]

KB−

Each node in the reverse path performs a similar procedure that when forwarding the
CoRTI: the first MR in the reverse path that forwards the message (i.e. MR Y) verifies the
signature and, if correct, adds its public keyKY +, signs the message and sends it to the next
MR in the path:

Y → X :
[

[CoRT,HoAA, NA,HoAB ,KB+]
KB−

,KY +

]

KY −

The MR X also sets up a reverse route back to MR B’s HoA by recording the MR from
which it received the message.

The remaining MRs in the reverse multi-hop route, when receiving the CoRT message,
verify the signature of the previous MR, remove it and the associated public key, add their
public key, sign the message, forward it to the next MR, and set-up the reverse route. In the
example, when MR X receives the message from MR Y, it sends thefollowing to MR A:
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Figure 6.5: Care-of Route authentication signalling.

X → A :
[

[CoRT,HoAA, NA,HoAB ,KB+]
KB−

,KX+

]

KX−

When the originator MR (MR A in the example) receives the CoRTmessage, it verifies
the signature and nonce returned by the destination MR (MR B). Once this procedure is
completed, MR B has successfully established a route with MRA within the multi-hop
vehicular ad-hoc network. This route is basically a temporal path (Care-of Route) to reach
MR B’s HoA, additional to the default route that MR A may always use to send packets
towards MR B (through the Internet, using the Home Route), and vice-versa.

6.3.2.2. Authenticating the Care-of Route

The Care-of Route cannot be used to forward packets between NEMO A and NEMO B
yet, since it has not been proved neither that MR A manages MNPA, nor that MR B manages
MNP B. So far, only the validity of a route to a node (B and A) with an address (HoAB and
HoAA) for which the node has the respective private key has been proved to MR A and
MR B. It has not been verified that MR A and MR B are actually the routers authorised
to manage MNP A and MNP B, respectively. Without further verification, nothing could
prevent a MR from stealing a mobile network’s traffic. For example, a malicious node could
be able to claim the ownership of a given IP address (an address belonging to MNP A)
and steal packets addressed to that prefix (MNP A). This issueis similar to that of Route
Optimisation in Mobile IPv6, where a mechanism is required to enable the Mobile Node to
prove that itownsboth the Care-of Address and the Home Address.

The Return Routability procedure defined for Mobile IPv6 is based on two messages
sent by the CN, one sent to the Mobile Node’s Home Address and another to Mobile Node’s
Care-of Address. Based on the content of the received messages, the Mobile Node sends
a message to the Correspondent Node [JPA04], [NAA+05]. By properly authenticating the
message, this procedure is enough to prove that the Mobile Node has received both messages
and therefore it has been assigned (that is,owns) both the Home Address and the Care-of
Address at that time.
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In VARON, we borrow from the Return Routability (RR) procedure some of the underly-
ing security concepts. With the RR, the Correspondent Node is provided with a mechanism
to verify that a Mobile Node is able to send and receive packets from two different addresses.
In VARON, what is needed is to provide a pair of end-point MRs (which are communicat-
ing with each other through the Home Route) with a mechanism to verify that the multi-hop
route within the VANET connects each of them with the same node that is reachable through
the infrastructure when addressing the respective HoA. In this way, the two end-point MRs
may choose to use that Care-of Route instead of the Home Route.

The essence of the Care-of Route authentication procedure in VARON is that the two
end-point MRs involved in a particular Route Optimisation procedure request each other to
verify that the VANET Care-of Route may be used to send trafficbetween the two NEMOs.
This is done (see Figure 6.5) as follows:

Each Mobile Router generates a key,Kmr, which can be used with any other MR. In
addition, the MR generates nonces at regular intervals. These nonces4 andKmr will
be used to generate a security association between the two end-points MRs.

Each MR creates two tokens and sends each of them through one of the possible routes
(Care-of and Home routes). Tokens are generated fromKmr and a particular nonce.

The first part of the Care-of Route authentication procedureis done at the same time
– and using the same messages – as the Care-of Route setup (described in section
6.3.2.1). The first token, calledCare-of keygen token, is sent piggybacked in the
CoRTI message, plus aCare-of cookie, and the index of the nonce used to gener-
ate the token. The correspondent MR replies in the CoRT message, including its own
Care-of keygen token, its nonce index and copying the cookiereceived in the CoRTI
message.

The second token, calledHome keygen token, is sent, plus aHome cookieand a nonce
index, in a separate message, calledHome Route Test(HoRT), through the MRHA
tunnel (protected by IPsec ESP in tunnel mode) configured by the NEMO Basic Sup-
port, using the routing infrastructure. In order to verify that the correspondent MR is
actually managing the IPv6 network prefix it claims to, that is, the Mobile Network
Prefix assigned to the NEMO, the HoRT message is sent to a random address within
the MNP. The MR that manages the prefix has to intercept5 that message therefore
showing that it actually manages the MNP6. The Mobile Network Prefix length used
by VARON MRs is fixed to 64 bits (/64), in order to avoid a malicious node to “steal”
a prefix. Otherwise, for instance, if a MR was assigned a /64 prefix, then with prob-
ability 1/2 it could try to spoof a /63 prefix (and steal its”neighbours” packets). By
fixing the MNP length, this attack is no longer feasible.

4Note that these nonces are different from the ones used during the ad-hoc route discovery and setup proce-
dure.

5It is not required the MR to continuously examine every received packet in order to intercept HoRT mes-
sages. The MR may start inspecting packets after sending (orreceiving) a CoRT message.

6This test does not guarantee that a node manages a certain prefix, but that this node is at least in the path
toward that prefix. This provides the solution with a similarsecurity level that today’s IPv4 Internet has.
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As in the case of the Care-of Route test, the correspondent MRreplies this message
with another HoRT message, including its own Home keygen token and nonce index
and copying the received cookie.

Each MR uses the received Home and Care-of keygen tokens to create a key,Kbm

that can be used to authenticate aMobile Network Prefix Binding Update(MNPBU)
message7 – sent along the Care-of Route –, that enables the other MR to check that
the Mobile Network (MNP) reachable through the VANET (Care-of Route) is the one
reachable through the infrastructure. This verification can be done because each MR
has the information required to produce the key when the MNPBU is received, and
therefore authenticate the message.

At this point VARON signalling has finished. MR A has found outthat MR B – which
ownsHoAB and its associated private key – that is reachable through the VANET, is also
capable of receiving and sending packets sent to any addressfrom the Mobile Network
Prefix (MNP) B through the infrastructure. This only happensif the HA responsible of
routing packets addressed to this MNP (that is, HA B) is forwarding to MR B those packets
addressed to MNP B. HA B only would be doing that if proper authentication has taken
place and MR B is authorised to manage MNP B. The same guarantee also holds for MR B
regarding MNP A and MR A.

The Care-of Route authentication mechanism performed in VARON, as the Return
Routability procedure defined in Mobile IPv6, implicitly assumes that the routing infras-
tructure is secure and trusted. As long as this is true, the mechanism defined is appropriate
to secure the Mobile Network Prefix Binding Update, since it does not introduce any new
vulnerability that was not possible in today’s IPv4 Internet.

After this process is completed, the end-point MRs (MR A and MR B) may exchange
traffic using the set-up Care-of Route within the VANET.

6.3.2.3. Optimised routing using the VANET

Once the Care-of Route authentication procedure has finished, all MRs involved in the
creation of the ad-hoc route can forward packets to the HoAs of the end-point MRs (see an
example in Figure 6.6). However, only the end-point MRs haveverified the association of
the corresponding MR’ HoA and the respective MNP. Intermediate MRs (i.e. MR X and
MR Y in the example) have only learnt host routes towards the Home Addresses of the two
end-point MRs (i.e.HoAA andHoAB). In order to route data traffic between cars’ nodes
with addresses belonging to MNP A and MNP B, each end-point has to tunnel the packets
towards the other MR’s HoA, through the VANET route. In this way, intermediate MRs in
the ad-hoc route just forward the packets based on the host routes (with the end-point MRs’
HoAs as destination) added to their routing tables during the ad-hoc Care-of Route creation
process (see Figure 6.6).

7The generation of this key (Kbm) and the keygen tokens, and the authentication of the message follows
the same mechanism that the Return Routability procedure [JPA04], [NAA+05] and the proposal to extend it to
support network prefixes [NH04a]. The interested reader mayrefer to [JPA04], [NAA+05] and Appendix B for
additional information.
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Figure 6.6: Overview of packet routing within the VANET.

The Care-of Route discovery and validation signalling is repeated periodically, both to
refresh the ad-hoc routes and to avoid time-shifting attacks. If an ad-hoc route becomes
invalid (for example, because it expires) or it is broken, and traffic is received through this
route, aCare-of Route Error(CoRE) message is sent (and forwarded) by each MR in the
path to the source MR. For example, if intermediate MR Y in Figure 6.6 receives data traffic
from MR A addressed to MR B and the link between MR Y and the nexthop towards MR
B (in this case, MR B itself) is broken, then MR Y sends a CoRE message to the next MR
along the path towards the source MR (MR A), which is MR X, indicating that there is a
problem with this Care-of Route:

Y → X :
[CoRE,HoAA,HoAB , NY ,KY +]

KY −

This message is received by MR X, which after verifying the authenticity of the received
CoRE, signs the message, adds its public keyKX+ and the signature to the message (as per-
formed by intermediate MRs when processing and forwarding CoRTI and CoRT messages)
and sends it to the next hop towards MR A.

Y → X :
[

[CoRE,HoAA,HoAB , NY ,KY +]
KY −

,KX+

]

KX−

Upon reception of this error message, the source MR (MR A in the example) switches
to use the Home Route for sending packets and it may start a newroute discovery proce-
dure to set-up a new optimised Care-of Route within the VANET. To avoid DoS attacks, a
CoRE message indicating that a route has become invalid is only processed by a MR if the
neighbour that is forwarding the message is the next hop of this route. Otherwise, malicious
nodes would be able to set as invalid any Care-of Route.

There exist several possible mechanisms that can be used to detect that a Care-of Route is
no longer working. As an example, Mobile Routers may check ifthe data packets forwarded
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within the VANET have been correctly received by the next hopmaking use of link layer
acknowledgement frames (if the MAC layer supports that). Ifseveral data frames have
not been acknowledged, this may be used as an indication thatthe next hop is no longer
reachable and therefore the Care-of Route is broken.

6.4. Validation and evaluation of the proposed solution

This section presents a validation and evaluation of VARON.This includes a security
analysis, where it is explained how VARON deals with the different attacks introduced in
Section 6.2. It is also analysed how to improve the performance of the protocol – in terms
of complexity – by means of the use of alternative authentication schemes. Last but not
least, an extensive simulation study is included, in order to evaluate the performance of the
solution, as well as comparing VARON to the use of plain Network Mobility Basic support
and a generic Route Optimisation support (MIRON).

6.4.1. Security analysis

6.4.1.1. Robustness against attacks

This section provides a security analysis of VARON, by evaluating its robustness against
the attacks introduced in Section 6.2.

A malicious node M could attempt several attacks to this scheme. Basically, there are
two main types of attacks: those that try to modify the routing in the VANET (Ad-hoc
routing attacks), and those that try to steal a prefix (Prefix ownership attacks). In order to
modify the ad-hoc routing, an attacker out of the routing path could try to alter or fabricate
routing messages. Such a kind of attack is not feasible because all routing messages are
cryptographically signed. An additional attack could be totry to impersonate a legitimate
node (spoofing its IP address), but this is not possible either, since the authenticity of a
message is guaranteed by the use of CGAs and public key cryptography. Two possible
examples of these attacks are described next.

A malicious node M can try to change an already established ad-hoc route by sending a
CoRTI message to a MR X that belongs to this multi-hop route, claiming that M can reach a
certain MR A. But MR X will not accept the message if it cannot validate it with the public
key corresponding to the HoA of MR A associated with the route. Because M cannot create
that part of the CoRTI message, it can try to copy it from a realCoRTI message previously
sent by MR A, but the nonce included will not be greater than the one stored in MR X that
is associated with the route. Notice that a legitimate update of the route by MR A is allowed
because it knows its own private key and the nonce that must beincluded in the CoRTI
message.

A malicious node M that receives a CoRTI message from a MR A could try to claim to a
neighbour MR X that it is MR Z and not M (when sending the CoRTI message towards MR
B). If MR Z is a legitimate network node, this could mean that afterwards all the traffic will
be sent to it (DoS attack). But M will not be able to do that because it has not the private key
associated with the HoA that MR Z is using.

One example of an attack based on spoofing a prefix will be as follows. A malicious
node M could create a HoA belonging to the MNP managed by a legitimate MR A. The
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node M can create the HoA belonging to the MNP of MR A using its own public key so it
can prove to other nodes that it has the private key corresponding to that address. However,
the Home Route Test will fail, so it cannot make another MR send to it the traffic addressed
to the MNP of MR A. In this situation, the node M can set-up an ad-hoc route for its HoA
(using its own private key), since the routes created in the VANET only define the forwarding
of packets addressed to MRs’ HoAs (see Figure 6.6). Therefore, different routes for HoAs
belonging to the same prefix could coexist (although only oneat most will belong to non-
malicious nodes). However, only legitimate end-point MRs will success in performing the
Home Route Test and, therefore, will be able to generate and send a valid MNPBU (enabling
the use of the Care-of Route).

There are some vulnerabilities and attacks that are still possible, resulting from the in-
herent nature of ad-hoc networks, such as certain Denial-ofService (DoS) – e.g., based
on non-collaborating nodes – or route discovery flooding attacks. But, notice that VARON
nodes can always revert communications to the Home Route in case of the Care-of Route is
no longer working.

6.4.1.2. Complexity of the solution and alternative approaches

The security that VARON provides is mainly based on the use ofpublic key cryptog-
raphy and CGAs. By hop-by-hop signing all the routing messages, modification and fabri-
cation attacks are very hard to perform. The use of CGAs makesvery difficult to perform
impersonation attacks, since an attacker would need to find aprivate/public key pair that
produces the same address that the node to be impersonated has. Depending on the de-
gree of security that is selected, the cost of performing a brute-force attack varies from
O(259) to O(2171). This is achieved by using theSecparameter in the generation of the
CGA [Aur03], [AAK +02], [Aur05]. This parameter allows to increase the cost of perform-
ing a brute-force attack, but it also increases the cost of generating the CGA itself. A useful
analysis on the complexity and robustness of CGAs can be found in [Aur03].

VARON security does not come for free, the use of public key cryptography has an im-
portant cost, not only in terms of energy consumption (this effect is relatively less important
in vehicular environments, where nodes have a powerful and rechargeable source of energy),
but also in terms of computational capacity. This may have animpact on the performance
of the protocol, since every node has to make several computational operations during the
processing of VARON signalling packets, which take some time. The evaluation of how
long is this time is one of the key aspects that will be analysed later in Section 6.4.2.

Since the complexity of VARON regarding security is not negligible, it is important to
evaluate alternative approaches addressing the same requirements that the combined use
of public key cryptography combined with CGAs do (that is, the mitigation of the se-
curity attacks described in Section 6.2), but with a lower complexity. The use ofhash-
chains[Lam81], [HPT97] has been considered for the provision of authentication in different
situations, because of their lower computational cost compared to public key cryptography.
Next, an evaluation of how hash chains could be used in VARON is presented.

Basically, a hash chainh1(x), · · · , hi(x), · · · , hn(x) of lengthn is formed from a bit
string x as follows: h0(x) = x andhi(x) = h(hi−1(x)) for i = 1, · · · , n, whereh can
be any hash function, such as MD5 or SHA. Due to the propertiesof hash functions, given
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Figure 6.7: Example of the use of hash-chains to authenticate messages.

hi(x) it is not easy to guesshi−1(x) and this can be used to provide authentication in network
protocols.

Figure 6.7 illustrates an example of the use of hash chains toauthenticate messages.
Node A generates a hash chainh1(x), · · · , hi(x), · · · , hn(x) of lengthn. The last element of
the chainhn(x) is distributed securely (usually, this is done using publickey cryptography)
to B. After that, A adds to the next message sentM1 the following element of the hash
chainhn−1(x). This enables B to check the authenticity of that message by just computing
h′ = h(hn−1(x)). If h′ = hn(x), then B has certain guarantees that A is the sender of
that message. For subsequent messages, A adds to the messages the next values in the hash
chain, that is, forM2, it includeshn−2(x); for M i, it includeshn−i(x), etc. It should be
noted that using this mechanism, a hash-chain of lengthn can be used to authenticate at
mostn messages.

It may be argued that VARON could achieve a similar degree of security by making use
of hash-chains instead of public-key cryptography. There are however certain aspects that
may discourage the use of this approach:

Hash-chains can be efficiently used to provideauthentication, and this could be used
in VARON for example to authenticate the originator and target MRs in the Care-of
Route set-up procedure –hn(x) could be securely distributed using the infrastructure
(i.e. Home Route). However, this scheme does not seem suitable for the authentication
of intermediate MRs, as it would require using the Home Routeto communicate with
them as well (and this should be avoided, since using the egress interface usually has
a higher cost than using the ad-hoc interface).

Schemes using hash-chains as the one described in the previous example do not pro-
vide messageintegrity. Integrity is required by VARON in order to avoid a malicious
node to perform modification attacks. There are schemes, such as Chained One-time
Signature Protocol (COSP) [Zha98], that allow to use hash-chains to sign messages.
However this scheme has the problem that it requires the distribution of hash-chains
among the involved nodes, which is inefficient (and maybe even unfeasible) in highly
dynamic scenarios, such as the vehicular one. Other proposals, such as Independent
One-time Signature Protocol (IOSP) [Zha98] solve partially this problem, but on the
other hand, are not tolerant of unreliable packet delivery (if a packet is lost, involved
nodes have to re-setup).

Based on the previous rationale, it seems that completely removing the use of public key
cryptography in VARON is not possible if it is required to avoid all the attacks described in
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Section 6.2. Nevertheless, it seems very interesting to study and analyse the use of combined
approaches of hash-chains, public-key cryptography and CGAs to improve the performance
of the protocol. It seems possible, for example, to benefit from using hash-chains in certain
phases of the protocol instead of public-key cryptography to reduce the computational cost
(e.g., after an initial secure exchange using public-key cryptography). It is required to care-
fully analyse how and under which circumstances this could be done without impacting the
security and performance of the protocol, but this is left asa future research issue for the
purpose of this PhD thesis.

6.4.2. Performance evaluation

In this section, the performance of VARON is evaluated usingmeasurements obtained
through simulation and experimental evaluation of severalparts of the protocol.

6.4.2.1. Computational cost

Each VARON Mobile Router must perform several cryptographic operations (such as
signing and verifying signatures) on each signalling message along a Care-of Route. These
cryptographic operations are relatively expensive, especially when compared to the opera-
tion of the NEMO Basic Support protocol and other (insecure)ad hoc routing protocols, that
do very little (almost negligible) computation per signalling message. However, it is impor-
tant to note that only the routing control messages that makethe state of the MR change or
the MR perform an action (e.g., modifying the routing table,forwarding a message, etc.)
are subject to signing/verifying. The signature of those routing messages that are discarded
(e.g., because they have been already processed and are received again forwarded by a dif-
ferent MR) is not verified. Data packets exchanged between nodes after a route has been set
up are not processed by VARON either.

In order to evaluate the computational cost of VARON, several tests were conducted,
measuring the raw processing time per VARON routing packet for different key sizes. These
results have been used as input to the simulations of VARON inlarge and complex scenarios.

The raw processing time expended by a MR on a VARON control packet includes the
verification of the CGA of the originator MR (and the forwarder of the message in case this
has been forwarded by an intermediate MR), the verification of the signature of the originator
MR (and the forwarder of the message in case this has been forwarded) and, if a new message
has to be sent (e.g., forwarding of a CoRTI/CoRT or generation of a CoRT message), the
computation of the signatures to be added to this new message. These measurements were
conducted by mirroring the sequence of function calls that are performed when a VARON
routing message is received, but without considering the time spent performing operations
on the state that is maintained by a VARON MR (such as looking through the VARON and
IP routing tables, e.g., to check whether a routing message has been already received or not).
This simplified the test, focusing on the time spent on the cryptographic operations instead
of state maintenance, which is negligible in comparison.

The cryptographic functions were implemented making use ofthe OpenSSL Library8,
which provides functions for general purpose cryptographic tasks such as public and private

8http://www.openssl.org/
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Figure 6.8: Linksys WRT54GS router.

key encryption/decryption and signature creation/verification.
In order to evaluate the cost of processing VARON routing messages, these tests were

conducted in two different types of devices that are likely to play the role of a vehicular
Mobile Router:

A Linksys WRT54GS router, which is a small home and office broadband router (see
Figure 6.8), equipped with a 200 Mhz processor, an IEEE 802.11g WLAN interface
and an IEEE 802.3 Ethernet interface connected to a VLAN capable 5-port switch.
This is a very popular low-cost router (less than 75e as of the time of writing this
document), which seems to be a very good candidate for hosting Mobile Router’s
software, since its firmware is released under the GNU GPL andcan be easily modi-
fied. For these tests, the open sourceOpenWRT9 WhiteRussian RC 3 distribution was
used in the Linksys Router.

An Intel Core-duo 2.0 Ghz with 2 GB RAM laptop, runningLinux Debian etch. This
is a more powerful machine than the Linksys router, but stillportable. It is expected
that hardware configurations similar to the one of this laptop will be found in vehicles
in the near future. Therefore, this machine is a good exampleof hardware that may
host a Mobile Router implementation in a few years.

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the obtained results. Next, an explanation of what was measured
is provided:

CoRTI 1:time spent by an originator MR to generate a CoRTI message. This basically
requires to perform a signature operation.

CoRTI 2: time spent by an intermediate MR to process a CoRTI message sent by
an originator MR (and that has not been forwarded by any intermediate MR) that

9http://www.openwrt.org/
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RSA key Average (ms)± Std. Dev.
size (bits) CoRTI 1 CoRTI 2 CoRTI 3 CoRTI 4 CoRTI 5
Laptop

512 2.36± 0.09 3.35± 0.19 3.72± 0.31 3.27± 0.18 3.71± 0.22
768 5.09± 0.16 6.12± 0.43 6.67± 0.18 6.13± 0.26 6.67± 0.32
1024 12.03± 0.27 13.40± 0.43 14.35± 0.40 13.47± 0.28 14.46± 0.72

Linksys
512 45.90± 0.37 70.56± 0.31 81.57± 0.32 70.80± 1.88 83.78± 2.55
768 79.86± 0.78 107.44± 1.55 120.36± 1.87 107.29± 1.90 121.32± 2.02
1024 136.61± 0.41 164.86± 0.50 179.20± 0.44 164.66± 0.38 179.37± 0.64

Table 6.2: Raw time required to process VARON signalling packets (CoRTI).

RSA key Average (ms)± Std. Dev.
size (bits) CoRT 1 CoRT 2 CoRT 3 CoRT 4
Laptop

512 3.32± 0.31 3.64± 0.12 0.87± 0.04 1.30± 0.12
768 6.30± 1.31 6.72± 0.27 0.98± 0.03 1.57± 0.39
1024 13.46± 0.36 14.49± 0.37 1.48± 0.15 2.13± 0.14

Linksys
512 70.55± 0.34 84.66± 2.63 25.72± 0.97 36.84± 1.25
768 106.81± 1.82 117.94± 0.37 26.07± 0.27 39.72± 1.55
1024 164.77± 0.48 179.19± 0.47 28.06± 0.10 42.54± 0.15

Table 6.3: Raw time required to process VARON signalling packets (CoRT).

is then forwarded. This processing consists of the verification of the signature of the
received CoRTI message, and the generation of a new CoRTI message to be forwarded
(this requires the computation of a signature). The CGA of the originator MR is also
checked (this requires to perform two hash operations).

CoRTI 3:time spent by an intermediate MR to process a CoRTI message – forwarded
by another intermediate MR – that is then forwarded again. This processing consists
of the verification of the signatures of the received CoRTI message (this message is
signed by the originator MR and the MR that has forwarded it),and the generation of
a new CoRTI message (this requires the computation of a signature) to be forwarded.
The CGAs of the originator and forwarder MRs have to be checked as well.

CoRTI 4:time spent by a target MR to process a received CoRTI message –forwarded
by an intermediate MR – and generate a CoRT message. This processing consists of
the verification of the signatures of the received CoRTI message and the generation of
the signature to be included in the new CoRT message. The CGAsof the originator
and forwarder MRs have to be checked as well.

CoRTI 5: time spent by a target MR to process a received CoRTI message sent by
an originator MR (and that has not been forwarded by any intermediate MR). This
consists of the verification of the signature of the receivedCoRTI message and the
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generation of the signature to be included in the new CoRT message. The CGA of the
originator MR has to be checked as well.

CoRT 1:time spent by an intermediate MR to process a received CoRT message sent
by a target MR (and that has not been forwarded by any intermediate MR) and generate
a new CoRT message to be forwarded. This processing consistsof the verification of
the signature of the received CoRT and the generation of the signature to be included
in the new CoRT message. The CGA of the target MR has to be checked as well.

CoRT 2: time spent by an intermediate MR to process a received CoRT message
– forwarded by another intermediate MR – and generate a new CoRT message to
be forwarded. This consists of the verification of the two signatures included in the
received message and the computation of the signature to be added to the new CoRT
message. The CGAs of the target and forwarder MRs have to be checked as well.

CoRT 3:time spent by an originator MR to process a received CoRT message sent by a
target MR (and that has not been forwarded by any intermediate MR). This processing
consists of the verification of the signature included in thereceived message and the
verification of the CGA of the target MR.

CoRT 4: time spent by an originator MR to process a received CoRT message for-
warded by an intermediate MR. This processing consists of the verification of two
signatures and CGAs (of the target and forwarder MRs).

CoRE 1:time spent by a MR that detects a problem in a Care-of Route to generate a
CoRE message. This basically requires to perform a signature operation. This time is
the same thanCoRTI 1, since the sizes of the fields and the cryptographic operations
needed are the same.

CoRE 2: time spent by an intermediate MR to process a CoRE message sent by a
MR (and that has not been forwarded by any intermediate MR) that is then forwarded.
This processing consists of the verification of the signature of the received CoRE
message, and the generation of a new CoRE message to be forwarded (this requires
the computation of a signature). The CGA of the source MR is also checked. This time
is the same thatCoRTI 2, since the sizes of the fields and the cryptographic operations
needed are the same.

CoRE 3:time spent by an intermediate MR to process a CoRE message forwarded by
another intermediate MR, than is then forwarded again. Thisprocessing consists of
the verification of the signatures of the received CoRE message (this message is signed
by the source and forwarder MRs), and the generation of a new CoRE message (this
requires the computation of a signature) to be forwarded. The CGAs of the source and
forwarder MR have to be checked as well. This time is the same thatCoRTI 3, since
the sizes of the fields and the cryptographic operations needed are the same.

CoRE 4: time spent by a destination MR to process a received CoRE message sent
by a MR (and that has not been forwarded by any intermediate MR). This processing
consists of the verification of the signature included in thereceived message and the
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verification of the CGA of the source MR. This time is the same that CoRT 3, since
the sizes of the fields and the cryptographic operations needed are the same.

CoRE 5: time spent by a destination MR to process a received CoRE message for-
warded by an intermediate MR. This processing consists of the verification of two
signatures and CGAs (of the source and forwarder MRs). This time is the same that
CoRT 4, since the sizes of the fields and the cryptographic operations needed are the
same.

The processing time for the laptop and the Linksys router were measured over three
different RSA key sizes: 512, 768, and 1024 bits. For both devices, an increase in the key
size of 256 bits results in approximately doubling the processing time. It is also interesting,
although not very surprising, the difference in processingtimes between the laptop and the
Linksys router. For each key size, the processing time is between 10 and 20 times slower on
the router than on the laptop. As of the day of writing this PhDthesis, it is more likely that
devices deployed in vehicles will be similar (in terms of processing power) to the Linksys
router. Therefore, only the values obtained for the Linksysrouter for the 1024-bit RSA key
have been used as input to the simulations. This will provideus with more realistic results
(that can be considered as a lower bound on the performance ifmore powerful devices were
used instead).

6.4.2.2. Simulation of VARON

In order to complete our discussion about the proposed solution, an extensive simulation
study was performed. Besides analysing the performance andcosts of VARON, the value
of some metrics using VARON are compared to the ones obtainedwhen plain NEMO Basic
Support protocol [DWPT05] or MIRON [CBB+06] (as an example of a non ad-hoc Route
Optimisation for NEMO) were used.

We performed our simulations using OPNET10. We simulated 50 vehicles within a road.
Each vehicular MR is equipped, in addition to the ingress interface (to provide connectivity
to the vehicular devices), with an emulated UMTS egress interface (1 Mbps, 150 ms of av-
erage one-way delay) and an IEEE 802.11 (WLAN) interface (2 Mbps, transmission power
of 1 mW, receiver sensitivity of -95 dBm) in ad-hoc mode. The UMTS interface has been
emulated because OPNET UMTS models did not properly supportIPv6 as the time of per-
forming the simulations of this PhD thesis. The UMTS channelhas been modelled using
a 1 Mbps WLAN 802.11b network, with an additional delay of 150ms per way. The link
delay has been chosen based on previous practical measurements [MdlOS+06], [OMV+06],
[VBS+06]. In order to achieve global coverage, the transmission power of the WLAN nodes
(MRs and the Access Point) that emulates the UMTS was set to 1 W. Considering the kind
of analysis that we were interested in performing, this set-up provided us with model of a
UMTS network good enough.

The UMTS interface provides continuous Internet connectivity, whereas the WLAN in-
terface enables forming multi-hop vehicular ad-hoc networks. UMTS and WLAN were
chosen for the simulations because they are probably the most realistic candidate access

10OPNET University Program,http://www.opnet.com/services/university/
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technologies for a vehicular communication scenario nowadays. However, different tech-
nologies may also be used by VARON (e.g., IEEE 802.16e WiMAX for the MR’s egress
interface), since the protocol is independent of the accesstechnology used by the Mobile
Router.

In order to evaluate the worst case scenario, VARON was simulated using 1024 bit RSA
keys and the processing time shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 for the Linksys router as input
for the simulations. All the VARON protocol, but the detection of broken links and the
generation of CoRE messages, was implemented using the OPNET simulator11. By not
implementing the detection of broken routes, a Care-of Route entry can only be removed
from the IP routing table of a MR when it expires. Hence, it mayhappen that a MR tries to
use a broken Care-of Route for some time (until it expires), since MRs along the path are
not able to detect a broken route and therefore they do not send any CoRE message to the
source MR – that would make it stop sending the traffic throughthe VANET and revert to
use the Home Route. Thus, VARON performance obtained from the simulation results is
worse than the one that would be obtained if the protocol werecompletely implemented.

In addition to the values of the timers used to refresh a Care-of Route, the protocol has
a few parameters that can be configured. A description of these parameters and the values
used in the simulations is included next:

VARONC CORTI TTL MAX.This is the maximum number of hops that a CoRTI mes-
sage can traverse before being silently discarded. Each time a MR forwards a received
CoRTI message, it decrements the TTL value of the packet by one. If the received
packet has a TTL = 1, then it is not forwarded. Therefore, thisvalue represents the
flooding ratio of CoRTI messages. A default value of 10 hops was used in the sim-
ulations, since higher values would involve quite unstableroutes with short useful
lifetimes.

VARONC HOAA TTL MAX. This is the maximum number of hops that a HoAA mes-
sage can traverse (the flooding ratio of this type of message)before being discarded.
As for the CoRTI message, a default value of 10 hops was used inthe simulations for
this parameter. A random delay uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 second was
added before forwarding a HoAA message in order to minimise collisions. This ran-
dom delay was introduced because it was observed that the performance when HoAA
messages were forwarded immediately after their receptionwas quite poor. This is
related to the 802.11 MAC protocol, which does not perform a ready-to-send/clear-
to-send (RTS/CTS) exchange for broadcast packets, and therefore does not prevent
high probabilities of collision of broadcast packets from appearing in relatively dense
networks such as the simulated one (50 nodes).

VARONC HOAA INTERVAL. This is the average time between sending periodic
HoAA messages. In the simulations a uniform distribution between 18 and 22 sec-
onds (i.e. a mean value of 20 seconds) was used to minimise collisions.

VARONC HOAA LIFETIME. This is the value of thelifetimefield of the HoAA mes-
sages (see Appendix B.9). The default value used in the simulations was 20 seconds.

11VARON model has approximately 10000 lines of code.
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VARONC EXPIRY TIMEOUT. This is the amount of time elapsed since a Care-of
Route entry is created until it is marked asexpired. This expiration triggers the Care-
of Route set-up process to be re-done to refresh the route. A value of 20 seconds
was used in the simulations, since it is a good tradeoff between sending so much
signalling overhead and being responsive enough to changesin the VANET topology
due to vehicular mobility (since the detection of broken links and CoRE signalling
was not implemented in the simulated model of VARON). This value was chosen
after performing several sets of simulations aimed at finding a good value for this
parameter.

VARONC INVALID TIMEOUT.This is the amount of time that elapses since a Care-
of Route entry is created until it is removed from the IP routing table. It is equal to
VARONC EXPIRY TIMEOUT plus 10 seconds (that is, 30 seconds). This value was
chosen so there is time enough to perform the Care-of Route discovery procedure
once a route is marked as expired and before the route is deleted from the IP routing
table (measurements showed that this time was always less than 10 seconds with the
configured flooding ratio).

In order to evaluate the performance of VARON under different real-case scenarios,
VARON experiments were performed varying the following twoparameters:

a) Vehicle speed.Different simulations were run for average vehicle speeds of 1, 5, 10,
20, 40, 50, 70, 90, 100 and 12012 km/h. The speed of a node is a random variable,
uniformly distributed between0.9v and1.1v, wherev is one of the previous mean
speed values. Therefore, in each simulation, nodes have different speeds, but still very
similar. This represents real life scenarios, such as vehicles in a city or motorway,
where the relative speed of vehicles moving in the same direction is low.

b) Initial vehicle density.Different simulations were run for initial vehicle densities of
200, 100, 50, 25, 20, 13.33, 10, 8, 6.67, 5, 4 and 3.33 vehicles/km13.

For each combination of the previous parameters, thirty different simulations were per-
formed, changing the speeds and initial positions of the vehicles, as well as the seed of the
random number generator of the simulator. The following metrics were evaluated:

1. Average end-to-end throughput. This is the mean TCP throughput obtained when
performing bulk file transfers. This evaluates the improvement in terms of throughput
obtained when using VARON, as well as the possible effects that the use of VARON
may have in TCP (e.g., due to the Home↔ Care-of Route handovers).

2. Average end-to-end delay of data packets.This is the average time between the
sending of a data packet by a vehicle and its receipt by another. This includes all the
delays caused because of buffering and processing at intermediate nodes, and retrans-
mission delays at the MAC layer. The route acquisition latency (see below) does not

12The maximum speed limit in Spain is 120 km/h.
13This means that at the beginning of each simulation, the 50 nodes were uniformly distributed within a road

of a length of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 2.5, 3.75, 5, 6.25, 7.5, 10, 12.5and 15 km, respectively, and then they started to
move at their respective speeds.
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impact the end-to-end delay, since packets are sent throughthe Home Route while a
Care-of Route is being set-up.

3. Average end-to-end jitter of data packets.This is the average variation of the delay
(jitter) between the sending of a data packet by a vehicle and its receipt by another.

4. Average Care-of Route acquisition latency.This is the average delay between the
sending of a Care-of Route Test Init packet by an originator MR for discovering and
establishing a Care-of Route to a target MR, and the receipt of the Mobile Network
Prefix Binding Update message that makes the MR add a Care-of Route entry to its
IP routing table. This includes the delays of the signallingmessages sent through the
VANET (CoRTI, CoRT and MNPBU), the processing time due to thecryptographic
operations performed on each routing message and the delay due to the use of the
infrastructure (Home Route) to send HoRT messages.

5. Average Care-of Route length.This is the average length of the Care-of Route dis-
covered and set-up by VARON. It is calculated by averaging the number of hops taken
by MNPBU messages to reach their destination (the path followed by a MNPBU mes-
sage is the same that the one that data packets sent through the VANET would follow
afterwards).

6. Average frequency of route changes.This is the average number of Home↔Care-of
Route changes per minute. This evaluates the stability of the Care-of routes discovered
by VARON.

7. Average Care-of Route data packet fraction.This is the fraction of delivered data
packets that are sent through a Care-of Route. This evaluates the fraction of data traffic
that is actually forwarded through an optimised route, and therefore the likelihood
of using VARON to optimise a traffic communication between two vehicles that are
relatively close each other.

8. Average VARON signalling load (bytes).This is the ratio of overhead bytes to deliv-
ered data bytes using a Care-of Route. This metric was measured counting the amount
of VARON signalling bytes received at a Mobile Router and theamount of data bytes
received through the Care-of Route (data packets received through the Home Route
were not taken into account for this calculation).

9. Average VARON signalling load (packets). Similar to the previous metric, but a
ratio of signalling packet to data packet overhead.

On each simulation only two nodes out of the 50 were communicating each other. Sim-
ulations involving more nodes communicating simultaneously were also performed to vali-
date the correct operation of the solution. The throughput and signalling load metrics were
obtained simulating a scenario in which a 2 MByte file is transferred from a vehicle to an-
other, using FTP. For the rest of the metrics, the scenario consisted of a UDP VoIP flow
(GSM, 24.2 kbps, 50 packets per second) sent from a vehicle toanother.

To simulate the delay added by the use of the NEMO Basic Support protocol [DWPT05]
and the traversal of the respective Home Networks of the involved vehicles, an additional
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Figure 6.9: Average Care-of Route acquisition latency.

delay (one-way) of 36 ms was introduced in the infrastructure network. This additional
latency represents the delay required to go through two HomeNetworks located in Europe
(the value was chosen based on real RTT measurements14 obtained from the PingER project
[MC00a]).

6.4.2.3. Simulation results

Simulation results are presented next in Figures 6.9-6.18.Results are plotted using three-
dimensional graphs, so the impact of the vehicle density andspeed on each of the simulated
metrics can be easily evaluated. Each data point is an average of thirty simulations run with
different randomly generated mobility patterns (but following the considerations described
above about speed and movement within a road).

Figure 6.9 shows the average route acquisition latency, that is the time taken by VARON
to find and set-up a Care-of Route. VARON requires each MR along the path to perform sev-
eral cryptographic operations when processing a control packet, such as the verification and
generation of digital signatures and CGAs. This is computationally demanding and there-
fore adds additional delay to the overall route acquisitiontime. Another source of latency in
the route acquisition time is the use of the infrastructure network (i.e. Home Route) in the
Care-of Route validation process, that causes an additional delay – equal to the sum of the
RTTs of each MR to its respective HA – in the Care-of Route discovery time. Therefore, the
route acquisition time is higher in VARON than in other ad-hoc routing protocols, although
in VARON this time does not have a direct impact on the performance, as data traffic delivery
is guaranteed by the use of the Home Route. Since an importantcontribution to the overall

14Available athttp://www-iepm.slac.stanford.edu/pinger/
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Figure 6.10: Average Care-of Route length.

route acquisition time comes from the cryptographic operations performed on each hop, this
time is higher when the vehicle density decreases, because in a less populated VANET, the
average number of intermediate MRs involved in a communication is higher (this will be
shown later in Figure 6.10). However, if the average distance between vehicles is too high
(that is, the vehicle density is low), this may lead to the situation where only direct 1-hop
communications are possible (this explains why the route acquisition time decreases for very
low vehicle densities).

Vehicle speed has also an effect on the Care-of Route acquisition time – although it is
minor than the vehicle density – especially in highly populated scenarios. This effect is
caused by the fact that it is more likely that more intermediate nodes are required to partic-
ipate in the Care-of Route in high speed scenarios, since thedistance between two vehicles
that are communicating increases (because the relative speed of the vehicles is higher than
in low mobility scenarios15).

Figure 6.10 shows the average Care-of Route length. The results shown in this graph
basically confirms what has been discussed in the previous paragraph, that is, the strong
dependency that the route acquisition time has on the numberof hops of the Care-of Route.
Since the delay caused by the HoRT messages traversing the infrastructure is the same for
each route, independently of its length, the cost of performing cryptographic operations on
each hop is an important factor in the route acquisition time. Obtained results show that for

15It should be recalled that in the simulations each vehicle moves with a constant velocity, which is a random
variable uniformly distributed between0.9v and1.1v (the mean speed,v, is varied from from 1 to 120 km/h).
This causes that in those scenarios where the mean speed (v) is higher, the relative speed of two moving vehicles
will be also higher. For example, ifv is 120 km/h, the speed of each vehicle is uniformly distributed between
108 and 132 km/h, so the relative velocity of two vehicles maybe up to 24 km/h.
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Figure 6.11: Average frequency of route changes.

highly populated scenarios, two MRs within the VANET are able to communicate directly
almost always. For very low populated scenarios, the average number of hops of a Care-of
Route decreases, since it is more difficult to establish a route within the VANET, unless when
the two MRs can communicate directly. Vehicle speed has alsoan impact on the length of
the route, at faster speeds the Care-of Route length increases (the reason for that is the same
that the one for the increment in the acquisition time explained above).

From the obtained average number of hops involved in a Care-of Route, it may be de-
duced that VARON, although it is not designed to explicitly find the shortest path in terms of
number of hops, usually finds the shortest route, since the first CoRTI received at the target
MR normally travels along the shortest path (this may not be true in situations of network
congestion, where the fastest path may not be the shortest).Therefore, VARON seems to
perform well at finding the shortest Care-of Route.

Figure 6.11 shows the average frequency of route changes, that is the number of times
during the lifetime of a communication flow that the route used to forward the packets
switches from a Care-of Route to the Home Route, and vice-versa. This metric is impor-
tant in order to evaluate the stability of the optimised Care-of routes. Obtained results show
that the frequency of route changes grows when the vehicle density decreases, which is an
expected behaviour, since in highly populated scenarios the Care-of route average length is
small, so it is less probable that the route changes because there are less involved MRs. In
very low populated scenarios, the frequency of route changes decreases, because it is less
likely that a Care-of Route can be established and used, and therefore the number of route
changes is smaller (i.e. most of the times traffic is forwarded through the Home Route).

Figure 6.12 shows the average Care-of Route data packet fraction, which is the fraction
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Figure 6.12: Average Care-of Route data packet fraction.

of delivered packets that are received through a Care-of Route. Therefore, this metric rep-
resents the likelihood of optimising the traffic by using theVANET. Obtained results show
that there are more opportunities of optimising a communication in high populated scenarios
and that the speed have also a small effect on the probabilityof establishing a Care-of Route
(in highly mobile scenarios the probability is lower). Thisresult is also expected, since in
those situations where a small number of hops is required to communicate two MRs, it is
easier to set-up a Care-of Route, which is, moreover, more stable.

Figure 6.13 shows the average end-to-end delay of data packets. The simulations were
performed using three different protocols for the vehicle communication: VARON, NEMO
Basic Support protocol and MIRON (as an example of application of a generic Route Op-
timisation for NEMO mechanism in car-to-car communications). The end-to-end delay ex-
perienced by data packets when the NEMO Basic Support protocol or MIRON were used
is basically the one-way delay introduced by the access network plus the delay required to
traverse the Home Networks (this delay is not present if the Route Optimisation support
provided by MIRON is enabled). Therefore, this delay is independent of the vehicle den-
sity or speed. When VARON is enabled (Figure 6.13(a)), the end-to-end delay is drastically
reduced, because when a Care-of Route is used to route traffic, packets do not traverse the
infrastructure, and therefore the high delay introduced byUMTS is avoided. This end-to-end
delay increases with decreasing vehicle density, since in low populated scenarios the proba-
bility of using a Care-of Route diminishes and the route length increases. For high vehicle
densities, Figure 6.13(a) shows that vehicle speed has a small impact on the end-to-end de-
lay, as the delay grows with faster speeds because, in highlydynamic scenarios, the stability
of the the Care-of Routes decreases (see Figure 6.11) as wellas the fraction of data packets
sent through the VANET (see Figure 6.12).
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Figure 6.13: Average end-to-end delay of data packets.
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Figure 6.14: Average end-to-end jitter of data packets.
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Figure 6.14 shows the average end-to-end jitter of data packets. As for the end-to-end de-
lay, simulations were run using VARON, plain NEMO Basic Support protocol and MIRON.
Obtained results show that the end-to-end jitter is higher with VARON (Figure 6.14(a)) than
with the NEMO Basic Support protocol (Figure 6.14(b)) and MIRON (Figure 6.14(c)). This
is caused by the Home↔Care-of Route handovers. Besides, the end-to-delay jitterincreases
with decreasing vehicle density and with the speed, since inlow populated scenarios, the sta-
bility of Care-of routes is lower (the same effect is caused by a faster speed, but in a minor
extend).

Since the TCP receive buffer size [Pos81] and the TCP Window Scale option [JBB92]
have a strong impact on the TCP throughput, and different TCPconfigurations can be found
in practice (depending on the O.S., memory and processing capabilities, etc.), TCP through-
put simulations were run using two different configurations:

Standard TCP configuration.A TCP receive buffer size of 87380 bytes is config-
ured and the TCP Window Scale option is enabled. This represents a standard TCP
configuration nowadays16.

Limited device configuration.Portable devices – such as PDAs and cellular phones –
and embedded devices have memory and processing constraints. Because of that, the
memory available for handling a TCP connection is limited and less than the one used
by normal machines (e.g., PCs). In order to evaluate the performance of this kind
of machine, a TCP receive buffer size of 8760 bytes was configured with the TCP
Window Scale option disabled.

Figure 6.15 shows the average end-to-end TCP throughput obtained using the standard
TCP configuration. In order to compare the performance obtained by VARON with other ap-
proaches, the TCP throughput obtained with the NEMO Basic Support protocol and MIRON
are also shown. Figure 6.15(a) shows the results when VARON is enabled in the vehicles.
The TCP throughput decreases with decreasing vehicle density, since in scenarios with low
population of vehicles, it is harder to set-up a Care-of Route, longer paths (see Figure 6.10)
are usually required, and the configured routes have short lifetimes (see Figure 6.11). As
it was shown in Figure 6.12, this leads to a low fraction of data traffic being sent through
the VANET, and therefore the overall performance is poor. Besides, the fact of not having
implemented the detection of broken routes has also an impact on the obtained TCP through-
put, since the packet loss – that may be experienced when a route breaks until it is deleted
from the IP routing table (after its expiration) – makes TCP congestion protocol reduce its
transmission rate17. Actually, for very low vehicle densities, the performanceobtained with
the NEMO Basic Support protocol (approximately 275 kbit/s,as shown in Figure 6.15(b)) or
MIRON (approximately 300 kbit/s, as shown in Figure 6.16(c)) is better than with VARON.
However, obtained results show that for scenarios not so lowpopulated – as urban or even
inter-urban scenarios, where vehicles are typically distributed within roads with inter-vehicle
distances of less than 150 m – VARON outperforms both NEMO Basic Support protocol and
MIRON. For high vehicle densities (e.g., traffic jams), the TCP throughput obtained with

16This is the default configuration of a Linux-2.6 machine.
17The retransmission threshold behaviour used in the simulations was configured according to the TCP stan-

dard and ensuring that connections could not break because of excessive retransmission attempts.
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VARON is close to 1 Mbit/s, which is a great improvement over the non vehicular optimised
protocols (NEMO and MIRON). This improvement is provided byVARON because of two
main reasons:

VARON enables the use of a VANET network built using an accesstechnology – such
as IEEE 802.11 – that typically has more bandwidth that the access technology used
by a vehicle to connect to the Internet (e.g., GPRS/UMTS).

VARON enables direct data packet forwarding within the VANET, avoiding to use
the infrastructure network and therefore reducing drastically the end-to-end delay (as
shown in Figure 6.13(a)). Since TCP performance is heavily dependent on the round
trip time (RTT) between the communication peers, this end-to-end delay reduction
contributes to the TCP throughput improvement.

Figure 6.16 shows the TCP throughput results for the limiteddevice TCP configuration.
Because of the relatively small TCP receive buffer size usedand the high delays introduced
by cellular access technologies, such as GPRS/UMTS, the TCPthroughput obtained with
the NEMO Basic Support protocol (Figure 6.16(b)) or MIRON (Figure 6.16(c)), is very low
(less than 100 kbit/s). On the other hand, with VARON (Figure6.16(a)) the obtained TCP
throughput is the same that with the standard TCP configuration, since the impact of having
a smaller TCP receive buffer size is almost null because of the low end-to-end delay enabled
by VARON. Therefore, a conclusion that can be derived from these results is that the TCP
throughput improvement introduced by VARON is more relevant for those devices that are
memory and processing limited. This is important, since it is likely that some of the devices
that will be deployed within a car will be limited to some extend in terms of memory and/or
processing power.

The last metric that was simulated was the signalling load introduced by VARON. Fig-
ures 6.17 and 6.18 show the signalling load, measured both inbytes and packets. Simulations
were performed both using the standard and the limited device TCP configurations. Obtained
results show that the overhead introduced by VARON, becauseof periodic HoAA messages
and the Care-of Route discovery, is not negligible. VARON’sbyte signalling load (shown
in Figure 6.17) reaches almost 70% in low populated and high speed scenarios, although it
is about 20% for the rest of the scenarios (e.g., urban and inter-urban). Results show that
there is a constant amount of overhead caused by the periodicHoAA flooding, but the main
contribution to this overhead comes from the Care-of Route discovery and set-up signalling.

Obtained results show that VARON’s overhead is less with thelimited device TCP con-
figuration (see Figures 6.17(b) and 6.18(b)) than with the standard TCP configuration (see
Figures 6.17(a) and 6.18(b)). This may be caused by the fact that VARON optimises more
the routing of data packets for limited TCP configurations, which means that more packets
are received through the Care-of Route and therefore the quotient of the signalling packets
divided by the data packets received through a Care-of Routeis smaller.
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Figure 6.15: Average end-to-end TCP throughput (standard TCP configuration).
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Figure 6.16: Average end-to-end TCP throughput (limited device TCP configuration).
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(a) Standard TCP configuration.
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(b) Limited device TCP configuration.

Figure 6.17: Average VARON signalling load (bytes).

Although VARON’s byte signalling is not negligible but relatively low in most of the
scenarios, VARON’s packet overhead (shown in Figure 6.18) results show that VARON re-
quires a great amount of small signalling packets to work (the number of received VARON
signalling packets even reaches 35 times the number of data packets in the worst case sce-
nario). This is caused by the periodic HoAA flooding and also by the flooding nature of the
Care-of Route discovery signalling. Besides, the same signalling is required periodically to
refresh an already established route.

VARON’s overhead may seem to be very high and therefore it maybe argued that it is
not a good optimisation mechanism. However, there are several considerations that should
be taken into account:

Almost all the signalling required by VARON is sent through the ad-hoc interface.
This interface is not used to send non optimised regular traffic and it has typically
no cost associated. It may be argued that sending so many packets imposes a non
negligible energy cost, but in vehicles this cost is not so important, since they have a
powerful and rechargeable source of energy. On the other hand, the computational cost
associated to sending this signalling may have an impact on the overall performance
of the Mobile Router. Simulations have taken into account the cost associated to the
cryptographic computations performed on each packet, but forwarding a packet has
also a cost, that depending on the MR’s capabilities may be relevant.

The VARON simulated model does not implement the detection of broken links and
the CoRE associated signalling. By implementing this missing part, other configura-
tion parameters – such as the periodic timers involved in theCare-of Route discovery
and refreshment –, could be set to less aggressive values (interms of periodicity and,
therefore, associated overhead). The refreshment of a Care-of Route could even be
removed if the algorithm followed to detect broken links is good enough and ensures
that all broken links can be detected. If not, it could alwaysbe optimised, for example
by not re-doing the full Care-of Route discovery process (that involves a partial flood-
ing of the VANET), but just sending a probe packet through theestablished Care-of
Route to check if it is still working.

Although graphs only display average values for the different simulated metrics, the
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Figure 6.18: Average VARON signalling load (packets).

normalised standard deviation has also been calculated. Obtained results show that the nor-
malised standard deviation is higher in the low populated and high mobile scenarios than
in the high populated and low mobile scenarios, meaning thatformer scenarios are more
unstable than the latter ones.

One important conclusion that can be derived from the simulation work is that in highly
mobile and low populated scenarios, it is more difficult to set-up a multi-hop route between
two vehicles, mainly because of the instability in the ad-hoc routing. Therefore, most of the
opportunities of communication involve routes with a very low number of hops. An example
of communication scenario that will greatly benefit from VARON optimisations would be
that of military convoys or emergency service operations, where a group of vehicles move
together.

6.5. Conclusions

In this chapter we have described VARON, a solution that enables optimal direct vehicle-
to-vehicle communication, by using a multi-hop vehicular ad-hoc network for communica-
tions involving vehicles that are relatively close to each other. Although the proposed solu-
tion does not preclude the possibility of performing some Denial of Service attacks, that are
inherent to the ad-hoc environment, these attacks only affect the ad-hoc route and vehicles
can always fall back to the communication through the infrastructure if needed. The benefit
of the proposed mechanism is a clear improvement in throughput and end-to-end delay with
security guarantees similar to those available in infrastructure communications.

The robustness of VARON against ad-hoc routing attacks is build on the hop-by-hop
authentication and message integrity of routing messages,and the use of CGAs (that makes
the spoofing attack against the IPv6 address much harder and allows to sign messages with
the owner’s private key, without requiring any upgrade or modification in the infrastructure).
However, this involves a performance cost, since cryptographic operations, such as signature
generation/verification, consume time and energy. This cost could be of some concern, spe-
cially in energy and resource constrained devices. However, in the case of Mobile Routers
deployed in cars, this is not a big issue, since vehicles havea powerful and rechargeable
source of energy.
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The proposed protocol has been validated and evaluated through extensive simulation
conducted with OPNET. Results show that VARON improves significantly the performance
in terms of TCP throughput and end-to-end delay when compared to other approaches such
as the use of plain NEMO Basic Support protocol or a generic Route Optimisation solution
for NEMO – such as MIRON – not suited for vehicular environments that obtain Internet
access from low-bandwidth and high-delay access technology (e.g., GPRS/UMTS). Sim-
ulation has also shown that in highly mobile and low populated scenarios, the probability
of using the VANET to route traffic is low, because of the instability in the ad-hoc rout-
ing. Most of the opportunities of optimised communication involve routes with a very low
number of hops (less than 5 hops). Hence, scenarios such as urban and inter-urban com-
munications (e.g., traffic jams, vehicles in a motorway) maygreatly benefit from deploying
VARON, especially in the case a group of vehicles moving together, such as military con-
voys or emergency service operations. On the other hand, it is not worth using VARON in
highly mobile and low populated scenarios – such as highways– since the probability of
optimising a communication is very low and its lifetime would be very short.

Although this chapter has presented VARON as a solution suited for vehicular envi-
ronments, its applicability is not limited to that scenario. Actually, any scenario involving
mobile networks where an ad-hoc network can be set-up is a good candidate for VARON de-
ployment. For example, passengers on a train carrying theirPersonal Area Networks (PANs)
may play online games from the train while travelling (e.g.,by using a PDA connected to a
mobile phone acting as the Mobile Router). If two players arelocated within the same train,
their MRs may decide to bypass the routing infrastructure and directly send their traffic using
a direct ad-hoc communication.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Over the last decade, a considerable effort has been invested to enable mobility in IP
networks. Internet is evolving towards a ubiquitous network – accessible anytime, anywhere
– that integrates voice and data services, with billions of users seamlessly connected through
wireless IP terminals. To achieve this convergence of wireless networks and the Internet,
several mechanisms have been defined to enable true transparent IP mobility of hosts roam-
ing across different heterogeneous networks.

A step forward in the mobility support is required by users, that do not only expect to
have Internet access available from fixed locations, but also at mobile platforms, such as
buses, aircrafts or cars. The basic mechanism defined to enable Network Mobility support
(the Network Mobility Basic Support protocol) is an extension of the protocol defined to
enable mobility of single hosts (Mobile IPv6), but without some of the optimisations that
Mobile IPv6 provides. One of these missing parts is the RouteOptimisation support.

In this thesis we have proposed an architecture – consistingof a set of mechanisms – to
enable optimal Route Optimisation in Mobile Networks with the following features:

Deployment. The proposed architecture provides support for legacy nodes and re-
quires no changes on the operation of any node but the Mobile Router.

Universality. The proposed mechanisms support the optimisation of communications
of any kind of node attached to a Mobile Network: Local Fixed Nodes and Visiting
Mobile Nodes. Route Optimisation for nested configurationsis also supported.

Security. The designed solutions provide a level of security similar than today’s IPv4
Internet, by means of reusing Mobile IPv6 security concepts, and the use of public
key cryptography and Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGAs). For those
scenarios where a higher level of security is required, alternative approaches based on
the secure delegation of signalling rights have been also proposed and analysed.

Scalability. Since the resources required by the proposed mechanisms grow linearly
with the number of optimisations being performed, the architecture scales well with
the number of users.

Vehicular optimisation support. The proposed architecture provides specific mech-
anisms that further improve the performance in vehicular scenarios, by enabling ve-
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hicles that are able to form a multi-hop ad-hoc network to communicate each other
directly through the formed VANET.

The proposed Route Optimisation architecture consists of two mechanisms. The first one
is a generic solution, calledMIRON: Mobile IPv6 Route Optimisation for NEMO. MIRON
enables direct path communication between a node of the mobile network – supporting any
kind of node, with and without mobility capabilities – and any other node in the Internet.
To achieve that, MIRON has two modes of operation: the MobileRouter performing all
the Route Optimisation tasks on behalf of those nodes that are not mobility capable and an
additional mechanism, based on PANA and DHCP, enabling mobility-capable nodes (i.e.
Mobile Nodes attached to a NEMO) and routers (i.e. nested Mobile Networks) to manage
their own Route Optimisation.

The second mechanism has been designed to deal with the vehicular scenario. Commu-
nications in vehicular scenarios are expected to become very important in the near future.
A first step to solve the problem of enabling communications from and between vehicles
is the provision of connectivity to the Internet. Cars will likely have specialised devices
(i.e. Mobile Routers) that will provide network access to the rest of the devices in the car,
i.e. the car will contain a Mobile Network. For this reason wehave proposed the appli-
cation of Network Mobility solutions to this scenario. The NEMO Basic Support protocol
is the straightforward option. The performance limitations of this scenario can be partially
overcome through the application of a generic NEMO Route Optimisation solution, such as
MIRON.

Besides the Internet access, there are several applications which involve a vehicle-to-
vehicle communication. This kind of scenario may be supported by using Network Mobility
solutions, so cars can communicate through the fixed infrastructure but, in this case, when
the cars are close enough, a further optimisation is possible, namely to communicate directly
using an ad-hoc network. In this way, better bandwidth than the one in the communication
through the infrastructure can be achieved. Typically, this will be true even if we use a
NEMO Route Optimisation solution for the communication through the fixed Internet. The
reason is that, although the number of hops can be similar, the communication with the
infrastructure will use usually a technology with lower bandwidth (for example, UMTS)
than the ad-hoc network (for example, WLAN). Also, the ad-hoc route will probably result
in lower costs. The mechanism proposed in this work, calledVARON: Vehicular Ad-hoc
Route Optimisation for NEMO, consists in a secure combination of the Network Mobility
and Ad-hoc concepts to optimise local car-to-car communications.

The performance of the two proposed mechanisms has been validated via:

Experiments with a Linux implementation (MIRON).

Simulations with the OPNET tool (VARON).

Both simulation and experimental results have shown that the designed solutions outper-
forms the NEMO Basic Support protocol and enables true RouteOptimisation support for
generic and vehicular scenarios.
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Conclusiones

En la última década, una cantidad considerable de esfuerzo ha sido invertida con objeto
de habilitar la movilidad en redes IP. Internet está evolucionando hacia una red ubicua –
accesible en cualquier momento y desde cualquier lugar – queintegra servicios de voz y
datos, con miles de millones de usuarios conectados a través de terminales IP inalámbricos.
Para alcanzar esta convergencia entre las redes inalámbricas e Internet, varios mecanismos
han sido definidos para habilitar la movilidad transparentereal de nodos moviéndose entre
diferentes redes heterogéneas.

Un paso más en el soporte de movilidad viene demandado por los usuarios, que no es-
peran sólo disponer de acceso a Internet en localizacionesfijas, sino también en plataformas
móviles, como autobuses, aviones o coches. El mecanismo b´asico definido para soportar mo-
vilidad de redes (el protocolo de Soporte Básico de Movilidad de Redes) es una extensión
del protocolo definido para habilitar movilidad en nodos individuales (IPv6 Móvil), pero sin
algunas de las optimizaciones que IPv6 Móvil proporciona.Una de estas piezas que faltan
es el soporte de optimización de rutas.

En esta Tesis proponemos una arquitectura – consistente en un conjunto de mecanismos
– para habilitar la optimización de rutas en redes móvilesde forma óptima, con las siguientes
caracterı́sticas:

Desplegabilidad.La arquitectura propuesta proporciona soporte a nodos legados y
no requiere de ningún cambio en el funcionamiento de ningún nodo, salvo el router
móvil.

Universalidad. Los mecanismos propuestos soportan la optimización de lascomu-
nicaciones de cualquier tipo de nodo conectado a la red móvil: Nodos Locales Fijos
y Nodos Móviles Visitantes. La optimización de rutas paraconfiguraciones anidadas
también es soportada.

Seguridad.Las soluciones diseñadas proporcionan un nivel de seguridad similar a la
Internet IPv4 actual, mediante la reutilización de algunos conceptos de seguridad de
IPv6 Móvil, el uso de criptografı́a de clave pública y Direcciones Criptográficamente
Generadas (CGAs, Cryptographically Generated Addresses). Para aquellos escenarios
en los que se requiere un nivel de seguridad mayor, se han propuesto y analizado
alternativas basadas en la delegación segura de los derechos de señalización.
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Escalabilidad.Dado que los recursos requeridos por los mecanismos propuestos cre-
cen linealmente con el número de optimizaciones realizadas, la arquitectura escala
bien con el número de usuarios.

Soporte de optimizacíon vehicular. La arquitectura propuesta proporciona meca-
nismos especı́ficos que mejoran aún más el rendimiento en escenarios vehiculares,
habilitando que los vehı́culos que sean capaces de formar una red ad-hoc multi-salto
puedan comunicarse directamente a través de la VANET creada.

La arquitectura de optimización de rutas propuesta constade dos mecanismos. El pri-
mero de ellos es una solución genérica, llamadaMIRON: Mobile IPv6 Route Optimisation
for NEMO. MIRON hace posible la comunicación directa entre un nodo de la red móvil –
soportando cualquier tipo de nodo, con y sin soporte de movilidad – y cualquier otro nodo
en Internet. Para lograr esto, MIRON tiene dos modos de funcionamiento: uno en el que el
router móvil realiza todas las tareas de optimización de rutas en nombre de los nodos que
no tienen capacidades de movilidad, y un modo adicional, basado en PANA y DHCP, que
posibilita que los nodos con soporte de movilidad (p.e., losnodos móviles que estén visitan-
do la red móvil) y los routers móviles (redes móviles anidadas) puedan gestionar su propia
optimización de rutas.

El segundo mecanismo ha sido diseñado especı́ficamente para el entorno vehicular. Se
espera que las comunicaciones vehiculares adquieran una gran importancia en un futuro
cercano. Un primer paso para resolver el problema de las comunicaciones vehiculares es
la provisión de conectividad con Internet. Muy probablemente, los coches dispondrán de
dispositivos especializados (los routers móviles) para proporcionar conectividad al resto de
dispositivos en el coche, es decir, el coche contendrá una red móvil. Por esta razón, hemos
propuesto la aplicación de soluciones de movilidad de redes en este tipo de escenario. El pro-
tocolo de Soporte Básico de Movilidad de Redes es la opciónmás directa. Las limitaciones
en rendimiento de este escenario pueden solventarse parcialmente mediante la aplicación de
una solución genérica de optimización de rutas como MIRON.

Además del acceso a Internet, existen algunas aplicaciones que involucran una comuni-
cación inter-vehicular. Esta clase de escenario puede soportarse mediante la aplicación de
soluciones de movilidad de redes, de forma que los coches se comunican entre sı́ pasando
por la infraestructura fija, pero en ese caso, cuando los veh´ıculos están lo suficientemente
cerca, una optimización más es posible, consistente en comunicarse directamente utilizando
una red ad-hoc. De esta forma, se consigue un ancho de banda mayor que el obtenido cuando
se atraviesa la infraestructura. Tı́picamente, esto sera cierto incluso si se utiliza una solución
de optimización de rutas genérica para la comunicación que atraviesa la Internet fija. La
razón es que, aunque el número de saltos intermedios puedeser similar, la comunicación
con la infraestructura utilizará tı́picamente una tecnologı́a con un ancho de banda menor
(por ejemplo, UMTS) que la red ad-hoc (por ejemplo, WLAN). Además, probablemente
será más barato utilizar la ruta ad-hoc. El mecanismo propuesto en esta Tesis, llamado
VARON: Vehicular Ad-hoc Route Optimisation for NEMO, consiste en una combinación
segura de los conceptos de movilidad de redes y ad-hoc para optimizar comunicaciones
locales entre vehı́culos.
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El rendimiento de los dos mecanismos propuestos ha sido validado vı́a:

Experimentos con una implementación en Linux (MIRON).

Simulaciones con la herramienta OPNET (VARON).

Tanto las simulaciones como los resultados experimentaleshan mostrado que las solu-
ciones diseñadas proporcionan un considerable incremento sobre el rendimiento ofrecido
por el protocolo de Soporte Básico de Movilidad de Redes, proporcionando un soporte de
optimización de rutas real en escenarios genéricos y vehiculares.





Chapter 8

Future work

This chapter presents some research topics that are still open and that we consider of
interest within the field of Route Optimisation in IPv6 heterogeneous networks.

8.1. Route Optimisation flow decision

MIRON and VARON require an additional mechanism to make the decision whether to
perform Route Optimisation for a certain flow or not. How thisdecision is taken is very
relevant for the scalability of the solution, especially inlarge mobile networks.

The algorithms and heuristics designed to take this decision may even benefit from feed-
back of the Mobile Router’s current load and take into account user or administrative pref-
erences. The same algorithms can be applied (maybe with minor modifications) to the host
mobility scenario (Mobile IPv6).

8.2. Handover latency optimisation

Due to the PANA and DHCPv6 signalling, MIRON takes longer to finish its handover
than in NEMO Basic Support. Similarly to the case of Mobile IPv6 – where the Route Opti-
misation support also increases the raw handover latency – micromobility solutions such as
Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 [Koo05], should be designed/adapted to MIRON to allevi-
ate the increase in the handover delay [BSM+05]. The designed mechanism should support
nested configurations, since this is the worst case scenariodue to the amount of signalling
that has to be generated and the number of entities involved.

8.3. MNN visibility in visited networks

It is worth looking into the issues and tradeoffs involved inmaking network movement
visible to some mobile network nodes, by making themNEMO aware. This would allow
several nodes to manage their own Route Optimisation (in a similar fashion that MIRON
enables VMNs to manage their mobility). Actually, this is currently being discussed within
the IETF NEMO WG and it seems that this approach would be explored as a possible mech-
anism to provide Route Optimisation in several deployment scenarios. PANA may be a good
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candidate to enable some nodes to be aware of the movement of the network (in fact, several
parts of MIRON can be considered as a first step within this research line).

8.4. HIP-based Route Optimisation

Currently, the IP address play both the role of the identifierand the locator in a com-
munication. Although, mapping both concepts into a single name (the IP address), provides
some benefits (e.g., the mapping is direct and therefore secure), it also brings some intrin-
sic problems, such as those related to mobility and multihoming. There have been several
authors proposing to break this union [Chi99], and there also exists some particular proto-
cols and solutions doing that, such as HIP (Host Identity Protocol) [MN05], [MNJH06] and
CGAs (Cryptographically Generated Addresses) [MC02], [Aur05].

Given the increasing importance of HIP, it is interesting toexplore approaches that en-
able Network Mobility and Route Optimisation in HIP-based architectures [Yli05].



Caṕıtulo 8

Trabajos futuros

Este capı́tulo presenta algunos temas de investigación que todavı́a están abiertos y que
consideramos de interés dentro del campo de la optimizaci´on de rutas en entornos IPv6
heterogéneos.

8.1. Decisíon de optimizacíon de ruta para un flujo

MIRON y VARON requieren de un mecanismo adicional para tomarla decisión sobre si
se debe realizar una optimización de ruta para un determinado flujo o no. Cómo se toma esta
decisión es muy relevante de cara a la escalabilidad de la solución, especialmente en redes
móviles grandes.

Los algoritmos y heurı́sticos que se diseñen para tomar esta decisión deben obtener rea-
limentación acerca de la carga actual del router móvil y tener en cuenta preferencias del
usuario o del administrador del sitio. Los mismos algoritmos que se desarrollen para el ca-
so de optimización de rutas para redes móviles podrán seraplicados (quizás con pequeños
cambios) al escenario de movilidad de terminal (IPv6 Móvil).

8.2. Optimización de la latencia de traspaso

Debido a la señalización PANA y DHCP necesaria, MIRON necesita de más tiempo
para completar un traspaso que el protocolo de Soporte Básico de Movilidad de Redes. De
manera análoga al caso de IPv6 móvil – dónde el soporte de optimización de rutas tam-
bién incrementa la latencia de un traspaso – soluciones de micro-movilidad como Tras-
pasos Rápidos para IPv6 Móvil (FMIPv6, Fast Handovers forMobile IPv6 [Koo05]), de-
ben ser diseñados/adaptados a MIRON para aliviar el incremento en el tiempo de hando-
ver [BSM+05]. Los mecanismos que se diseñen deben soportar configuraciones anidadas,
ya que este es el peor escenario debido a la carga de señalización que se genera y al número
de entidades involucradas.
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8.3. Visibilidad de la red visitada en el MNN

Merece la pena estudiar los problemas y ventajas que conlleva hacer la movilidad visible
a algunos Nodos de Red Móvil, convirtiéndolos en nodosconscientes de la movilidad de la
red. Esto permitirı́a que algunos nodos pudieran gestionar su propia optimización de rutas
(de una forma similar a como MIRON permite que lo hagan los VMNs). De hecho, esto
está siendo actualmente discutido en el grupo NEMO del IETFy parece que este enfoque
será explorado como posible mecanismo para proporcionar optimización de rutas en ciertos
casos de uso. PANA puede ser un buen candidato para permitir que ciertos nodos sean cons-
cientes de la movilidad de la red (de hecho, algunas partes deMIRON pueden considerarse
como un primer paso en esta ĺınea de investigación).

8.4. Optimización de rutas basada en HIP

Actualmente, la dirección IP juega el rol de identificador yel de localizador en una
comunicación simultáneamente. Aunque el mapeo de ambos conceptos en un único nombre
(la dirección IP) proporciona algunas ventajas (p.e., la traducción entre uno y otro es directa
y por lo tanto segura), también origina algunos problemas intrı́nsecos, como todos los re-
lacionados con movilidad y multihoming. Ha habido algunos autores proponiendo romper
esta unión [Chi99], y también existe ciertos protocolos ysoluciones que lo hacen, como
HIP (Host Identity Protocol) [MN05], [MNJH06] y las CGAs (Cryptographically Generated
Addresses) [MC02], [Aur05].

Dada la incipiente importancia del protocolo HIP, resulta interesante explorar solucio-
nes que permitan soportar la movilidad de redes y proporcionar optimización de rutas en
arquitecturas basadas en la utilización de HIP [Yli05].
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Appendix A

Network Authentication and Access
Control: A brief introduction to
PANA

Nowadays, most of the public wireless access networks deploy some authentication and
access control mechanisms in order to avoid unauthorised clients gaining access to the net-
work. Nevertheless, these mechanisms are either limited tospecific access media technolo-
gies (e.g., 802.1X for IEEE 802 links) or based on proprietary solutions (e.g., web access-
based authentication methods) [YOP+05]. This fact, together with the expectation that
future mobile devices will have several access technologies to gain network connectivity,
triggered the creation of a new working group within the IETF, called PANA (Protocol for
Carrying Authentication for Network Access), aimed at the definition and specification of a
standard network-layer solution for authenticating clients for network access. This appendix
briefly introduces the PANA protocol and its basic operation.

The PANA protocol [FOP+06], [JLO+06] is designed to facilitate authentication and
authorisation of clients in access networks. Basically, itis a link-layer agnostic network
access authentication protocol – encapsulating Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)
[ABV +04] authentication methods – that runs between an entity (called PANA Client, PaC)
in a node that wants to gain access to the network and an agent (called PANA Authentication
Agent, PAA) in a server on the network side [JLO+06]. PANA is responsible for enabling the
authentication process between these two entities, but it is just a part of the overall process
of Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting (AAA) andaccess control. The complete
picture, with AAA and access control functions, comprises four entities (Figure A.1):

PANA Client (PaC). Entity residing in the node that requests network access and im-
plements the client part of the PANA protocol.

PANA Authentication Agent (PAA). Entity implementing the server part of the PANA
protocol that interacts with the PaCs for authenticating and authorising them to access
the network. The PAA consults the Authentication Server (AS) in order to verify
the credentials and rights of a PaC and also updates the access control state, such as
filters, in the Enforcement Points (EPs) in the network. The PAA usually resides in
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PANA

Figure A.1: PANA functional model overview. Some entities can be also collocated on a
same physical node.

the Network Access Server (NAS) node, but it can be hosted in any node that is in the
same subnet (within 1-hop distance) as the PaC.

Authentication Server (AS). Server-side entity in charge of verifying the credentialsof
a PaC requesting access (sent by the PAA on behalf of the PaCs).

Enforcement Point (EP). Entity implementing the access control function by allowing
access to authorised clients and preventing access from others.

PANA is a UDP-based protocol [FOP+06], consisting of a series of requests and re-
sponses. Each message can carry zero or more Attribute ValuePairs (AVPs) as payload. The
main payload of PANA is EAP, which is responsible for performing authentication (PANA
just helps the PaC and PAA establish an EAP session). Messages are sent between PaC and
PAA as part of a PANA session, that consists of five different phases:

1. Discovery and handshake phase.This phase starts the PANA session. The PaC discov-
ers the PAA(s) by either explicitly soliciting advertisements to the PAA(s) or receiving
unsolicited advertisements. The PaC’s answer, sent in response to an advertisement,
starts a new session.

2. Authentication and authorisation phase.EAP execution between the PAA and PaC,
by carrying an EAP method inside the EAP payload.

3. Access phase.If the authentication and authorisation phase is successful, the host
gains access to the network and can send and receive IP data traffic through the EP(s).

4. Re-authentication phase.This phase is usually initiated by the PAA before the session
lifetime expires (carrying EAP to perform authentication), although this phase may be
triggered by either the PaC or PAA regardless of the session lifetime.

5. Termination phase.The PaC or the PAA may choose to discontinue the access service
at any time, by sending an explicit disconnect message.



Appendix B

VARON protocol message format

B.1. Introduction

This appendix provides a detailed description of the VARON protocol message format.
VARON messages are encapsulated in UDP1 (all participants should agree on a port number
if no well-known port number is assigned). All VARON messageoptions are 64-bit aligned.

Next sections describes each of the messages options definedby the VARON protocol.

B.2. Care-of Route Test Init (CoRTI)

This message option is sent (encapsulated in a UDP datagram)by the originator MR. The
source IP address of the UDP packet is set to the originator MR’s HoA and the destination
IP address is set to thelink-local All Routersmulticast IPv6 address (FF02:0:0:0:0:0:0:2)
[HD06]. The TTL of the packet is set toVARONC_CORTI_TTL_MAX (default value: 10).
This option has the format shown in Figure B.1. Next, a brief description of each option
field is provided:

Type:8-bit selector. It identifies the CoRTI option.

Reserved:8-bit field reserved for future use. The value must be initialised to zero by
the sender, and must be ignored by the receiver.

Nonce:32-bit field which contains the NonceNA issued by the originator MR.

Originator HoA: The Home Address (128-bit) of the originator Mobile Router (that
is, the sender MR that wants to set-up a Care-of Route towardsthe target HoA). This
address must be a unicast routable address.

Target HoA:The Home Address (128-bit) of the target Mobile Router (thatis, the
destination to which it is wanted to set-up a Care-of Route).This address must be a
unicast routable address.

1UDP was chosen so the protocol is IPv4 compatible, in case an IPv4 solution was needed.
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Type Reserved Care-of Nonce index
Nonce

Originator
HoA

Target
HoA

CGA option (originator MR)

RSA Signature option (originator MR)

Care-of Init
cookie

Care-of Keygen token
token

Figure B.1: CoRTI message option (sent by the originator MR)format.

CGA option (originator MR):A variable length field containing the CGA option data
structure (as defined in Section 5.1 of RFC 3971 [AKZN05], andincluded below - see
Figure B.3 - for convenience) of the originator HoA.

RSA Signature option (originator MR):A variable length field containing the RSA
Signature option (as defined in Section 5.2 of RFC 3971 [AKZN05], and included
below - see Figure B.5 - for convenience).

Care-of Nonce index:16-bit field which contains the nonce used by the originator MR
to generate the Care-of Keygen token. This field will be echoed back by the target MR
to the originator MR in a subsequent Mobile Network Prefix Binding Update.

Care-of Init cookie: 64-bit field which contains a random value, the Care-of Init
cookie.

Care-of Keygen token:This field contains the 64 bit Care-of Keygen token used in the
Care-of Route authentication signalling.

A CoRTI message forwarded by an intermediate MR has a slightly different format,
since the forwarder MR adds its CGA information and signature. The format of this option
is shown in Figure B.2.
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Type Reserved Care-of Nonce index
Nonce

Originator
HoA

Target
HoA

CGA option (originator MR)

RSA Signature option (originator MR)

CGA option (forwarder MR)

RSA Signature option (forwarder MR)

Care-of Init
cookie

Care-of Keygen token
token

Figure B.2: CoRTI message option (forwarded by an intermediate MR) format.

B.3. CGA option

The CGA option allows the verification of the sender’s CGA. The format of the CGA
option (Section 5.1 of RFC 3971 [AKZN05]) is described next:

Type:11

Length:The length of the option (including the Type, Length, Pad Length, Reserved,
CGA Parameters, and Padding fields) in units of 8 octets.

Pad Length:The number of padding octets beyond the end of the CGA Parameters
field but within the length specified by the Length field. Padding octets must be set to
zero by senders and ignored by receivers.

Reserved:An 8-bit field reserved for future use. The value must be initialised to zero
by the sender and must be ignored by the receiver.
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Type Length Pad Length Reserved

CGA Parameters

Padding

Figure B.3: CGA option format.

CGA Parameters:A variable-length field containing the CGA Parameters data struc-
ture described in Section 3 of [Aur05] (and included below for convenience).

RFC 3971 [AKZN05] requires that if both the CGA option and theRSA Signature
option are present, then the public key found from the CGA Parameters field in the
CGA option must be that referred by the Key Hash field in the RSASignature option.
Packets received with two different keys must be silently discarded. Note that a future
extension may provide a mechanism allowing the owner of an address and the signer
to be different parties.

Padding:A variable-length field making the option length a multiple of 8, containing
as many octets as specified in the Pad Length field.

B.4. CGA parameters

Each CGA is associated with a CGA Parameters data structure,which has the following
format (specified in Section 3 of RFC 3972 [Aur05] and included here for convenience):

Modifier: This field contains a 128-bit unsigned integer, which can be any value.
The modifier is used during CGA generation to implement the hash extension and to
enhance privacy by adding randomness to the address.

Subnet Prefix:This field contains the 64-bit subnet prefix of the CGA (that is, the
Mobile Network Prefix when VARON is used).

Collision Count: This is an eight-bit unsigned integer that must be 0, 1, or 2. The
collision count is incremented during CGA generation to recover from an address
collision detected by Duplicate Address Detection (DAD).

Public Key: This is a variable-length field containing the public key of the address
owner. The public key must be formatted as a DER-encoded ASN.1 structure of the
type SubjectPublicKeyInfo, defined in the Internet X.509 certificate profile [HFPS02].
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Modifier

Subnet Prefix

Collision Count

Public Key

Extension Fields

Figure B.4: CGA parameters format.

VARON should use an RSA public/private key pair. When RSA is used, the algorithm
identifier must be rsaEncryption, which is 1.2.840.113549.1.1.1, and the RSA public
key must be formatted by using the RSAPublicKey type as specified in Section 2.3.1
of RFC 3279 [PHB02]. The RSA key length should be at least 384 bits.

Other public key types are undesirable in VARON, as they may result in incompati-
bilities between implementations. The length of this field is determined by the ASN.1
encoding.

Extension Fields:This is an optional variable-length field that is not used in the current
specification of CGA [Aur05]. Future versions of the CGA specification may use
this field for additional data items that need to be included in the CGA Parameters
data structure. Implementations must ignore the value of any unrecognised extension
fields.

B.5. RSA Signature option

The format of the RSA Signature option, defined in Section 5.2of RFC 3971 [AKZN05],
is shown in Figure B.5 and described next:

Type:12

Length: The length of the option (including the Type, Length, Reserved, Key Hash,
Digital Signature, and Padding fields) in units of 8 octets.

Reserved:A 16-bit field reserved for future use. The value must be initialised to zero
by the sender, and must be ignored by the receiver.
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Type Length Reserved

Key Hash

Digital Signature

Padding

Figure B.5: RSA Signature option format.

Key Hash: A 128-bit field containing the most significant (leftmost) 128 bits of a
SHA-1 hash of the public key used for constructing the signature. The SHA-1 hash
is taken over the presentation used in the Public Key field of the CGA Parameters
data structure carried in the CGA option. Its purpose is to associate the signature to a
particular key known by the receiver. Such a key can either bestored in the certificate
cache of the receiver or be received in the CGA option in the same message.

Digital Signature:A variable-length field containing a PKCS#1 v1.5 signature,con-
structed by using the sender’s private key over the following sequence of octets:

1. The 8-bit Type and 8-bit Reserved fields from the VARON message (the 16-bit
Care-of Nonce index is set to zero for this computation).

2. The 32-bit Nonce fields from the VARON message.

3. The 128-bit Source Address (that is, the Home Address of the sender MR) field
from the IP header.

4. The 128-bit Destination Address field from the IP header.

5. The variable-length CGA option.

6. If the message is forwarded by an intermediate MR, then theCGA option and
RSA signature of the originator MR.

The signature value is computed with the RSASSA-PKCS1-v15 algorithm and SHA-
1 hash, as defined in [Lab02].

This field starts after the Key Hash field. The length of the Digital Signature field is
determined by the length of the RSA Signature option minus the length of the other
fields (including the variable length Padding field).
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Type Reserved Care-of Nonce index
Nonce

Originator
HoA

Target
HoA

CGA option (target MR)

RSA Signature option (target MR)

Care-of Init
cookie

Care-of Keygen token
token

Figure B.6: CoRT message option (sent by the originator MR) format.

Padding: This variable-length field contains padding, as many bytes long as remain
after the end of the signature.

B.6. Care-of Route Test (CoRT)

This message option is sent by the target MR in response to a CoRTI message. The
source IP address of the UDP packet containing this option isset to the target MR’s HoA
and the destination IP address is set to the originator MR’s HoA. This option has the format
shown in Figure B.6. The option fields are analogous to the ones included in the CoRTI
message (in this case the nonce value is a copy of the nonce received in the CoRTI message,
NA).

As in the CoRTI case, the format of a CoRT message forwarded byan intermediate MR
is slightly different, since the forwarder MR has to add its CGA information and signature.
The format of this option is shown in Figure B.7.

B.7. Home Route Test (HoRT)

This message option is sent by the target MR, routed through the infrastructure. The
source and destination IP addresses of the UDP packet carrying this option are set to the
respective MRs’ HoAs. This option has the format shown in Figure B.8. Next, a brief
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Type Reserved Care-of Nonce index
Nonce

Originator
HoA

Target
HoA

CGA option (target MR)

RSA Signature option (target MR)

CGA option (forwarder MR)

RSA Signature option (forwarder MR)

Care-of Init
cookie

Care-of Keygen token
token

Figure B.7: CoRT message option (forwarded by an intermediate MR) format.

description of each field is provided:

Type:8-bit selector. It identifies the HoRT option.

Reserved 1:24-bit field reserved for future use. The value must be initialised to zero
by the sender, and must be ignored by the receiver.

Home Nonce index:16-bit field which contains the nonce used by the sender MR to
generate the Home-of Keygen token. This field will be echoed back by the recipient
MR in a subsequent Mobile Network Prefix Binding Update.

Reserved 2:16-bit field reserved for future use. The value must be initialised to zero
by the sender, and must be ignored by the receiver.

Home Init cookie:64-bit field which contains a random value, the Home Init cookie.

Home Keygen token:This field contains the 64 bit Home Keygen token used in Care-
of Route authentication signalling.
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Type Reserved 1
Home Nonce index Reserved 2

Home Init
cookie

Home Keygen token
token

Figure B.8: HoRT message option format.

Type Reserved 1
Home Nonce index Care-of Nonce index

Authenticator

Reserved 2

Figure B.9: MNPBU message option format.

B.8. Mobile Network Prefix Binding Update (MNPBU)

This message option is sent by the MR to set-up a Care-of Routeto the recipient MR.
The source and destination IP addresses of the UDP packet areset to the respective MRs’
HoAs. This option has the format shown in Figure B.9. All the option fields but the last one
have been already described:

Authenticator:96-bit field which contains theauthenticatordata calculated as defined
in Section 6.2.7 of RFC 3775 [JPA04]:

Mobility Data = sender MR′s HoA | recipient MR′s HoA

Authenticator = First (96, HMACSHA1 (Kbm, Mobility Data))

B.9. Home Address Advertisement (HoAA)

This message option is periodically sent by every MR. The source IP address of the UDP
packet is set to the sender MR’s HoA and the destination IP address is set to thelink-local
All Routersmulticast IPv6 address (FF02:0:0:0:0:0:0:2) [HD06]. The TTL of the packet is
set toVARONC_HOAA_TTL_MAX (default value: 10). This option has the format shown in
Figure B.10. Next, a brief description of each field is provided:

Type:8-bit selector. It identifies the HoAA option.

Reserved:8-bit field reserved for future use. The value must be initialised to zero by
the sender, and must be ignored by the receiver.
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Type Reserved Lifetime
Nonce

Home
Address

Figure B.10: HoAA message option format.

Lifetime: 16-bit unsigned integer. The lifetime associated with the Home Address
advertisement contained in this option in units of seconds.The maximum value cor-
responds to 18.2 hours. A value of 0 must not be used.

Home Address:The Home Address (128-bit) of the sender Mobile Router (fromwhich
the MNP of the sender MR may be inferred). This address must bea unicast routable
address and it must be the same than the source address of the IP packet that contains
this option.

Nonce: 32-bit field which contains a nonce issued by the sender MR to uniquely
identify a HoAA coming from a MR and, in this way, avoid the processing of already
received HoAA messages.

B.10. Care-of Route Error (CoRE)

This message option is sent by an intermediate MR when detects that a route fromSource
HoA to Destination HoAis broken. The source IP address of the UDP packet is set to the
sender MR’s HoA and the destination IP address is set its neighbour towardsSource HoA.
This option has the format shown in Figure B.11. Next, a briefdescription of each field is
provided:

Type:8-bit selector. It identifies the CoRE option.

Reserved:24-bit field reserved for future use. The value must be initialised to zero by
the sender, and must be ignored by the receiver.

Nonce:32-bit field which contains the NonceNC issued by the sender MR. It is meant
for ensuring the CoRE message freshness.

Source HoA:The Home Address (128-bit) of the source end of the route thatis broken.

Destination HoA:The Home Address (128-bit) of the destination end of the route that
is broken.

CGA option (sender MR):A variable length field containing the CGA option data
structure (as defined in Section 5.1 of RFC 3971 [AKZN05]) of the sender MR.
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Type Reserved
Nonce

Source
HoA

Destination
HoA

CGA option (sender MR)

RSA Signature option (sender MR)

Figure B.11: CoRE message option format.

RSA Signature option (sender MR):A variable length field containing the RSA Sig-
nature option (as defined in Section 5.2 of RFC 3971 [AKZN05]). This field contains
the signature of the CoRE message.

As in the case of CoRTI and CoRT messages, the format of the CoRE option is slightly
different when the message is forwarded by an intermediate MR along the path to Source
MR, since the message includes also the signature of the MR forwarding the message (see
Figure B.12).
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Type Reserved
Nonce

Source
HoA

Destination
HoA

CGA option (sender MR)

RSA Signature option (sender MR)

CGA option (forwarder MR)

RSA Signature option (forwarder MR)

Figure B.12: CoRE message option (forwarded by an intermediate MR along the path)
format.
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Acronyms

AODV Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) Routing[PBRD03].

AR Access Router.

ARAN Authenticated Routing for Ad Hoc Networks [SLD+05].

AS Authentication Server.

BC Binding Cache.(From [JPA04]) A cache of bindings for other nodes. This cache
is maintained by home agents and correspondent nodes. The cache contains both
’correspondent registration’ entries and ’home registration’ entries.

BU Binding Update. Signalling message defined in Mobile IPv6 [JPA04] (and alsoused
in the NEMO Basic Support protocol [DWPT05]) to convey location information.

CA Certification Authority

CGA Cryptographically Generated Address[Aur05].

CN Correspondent Node.(From [EL06]) Any node that is communicating with one or
more MNNs. A CN could be either located within a fixed network or within another
mobile network, and could be either fixed or mobile.

CoA Care-of Address.IP address from the visited network acquired by the Mobile Router
when the NEMO is away from home, where the routing architecture can deliver
packets without additional mechanisms.

CoRE Care-of Route Error.Message defined by VARON to announce to a MR that the
Care-of Route that is using is broken.

CoRT Care-of Route Test.Message defined by VARON to reply to a Care-of Route Test
Init (CoRTI) message.

CoRTI Care-of Route Test Init.Message defined by VARON to start the discovery and
set-up of a Care-of Route.

CR Correspondent Router.

DAD Duplicate Address Detection.

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol[DBV+03].
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DoS Denial-of Service.

DSDV Destination-sequenced distance vectorad-hoc routing protocol [PB94].

DSR Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) Protocol for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks [JMH04].

DSRC Dedicated Short Range Communication.

EP Enforcement Point.

FA Foreign Agent.

GNU GNU’s not Unix.

GPL General Public License.

GPRS General Packet Radio Service.

HA Home Agent.Special node located in the Home Network of the NEMO that forwards
packets addressed to an MNN to the location of the NEMO, by tunnelling them
through the MRHA bidirectional tunnel.

HIP Host Identity Protocol[MN05], [MNJH06].

HoAA Home Address Advertisement.Message defined by VARON used by the Mobile
Routers to periodically advertise their Home Address within the VANET.

HoRT Home Route Test.Message defined by VARON to help checking that a Mobile
Router is actually managing an associated Mobile Network Prefix.

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force.

IGW Internet Gateway.

IRTF Internet Research Task Force.

ITS Intelligent Transportation Systems.

IVAN Intra-Vehicular Network.

IVC Inter-Vehicular Communication.

LFN Local Fixed Node.A fixed node that belongs to a mobile network and is unable to
change its point of attachment while maintaining ongoing sessions. Its address is
taken from an MNP.

LMN Local Mobile Node.A mobile node (MN), assigned to a home link belonging to the
mobile network and which is able to change its point of attachment while maintain-
ing ongoing sessions. Its address is taken from an MNP.

MANET Mobile Ad-hoc Network.

MIPv6 Mobile IPv6. Protocol defined in [JPA04] to provide terminal mobility support.
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MIRON Mobile IPv6 Route Optimisation for NEMO.Generic Route Optimisation mecha-
nism for Network Mobility designed in this PhD thesis.

MNN Mobile Network Node. Any host located within a mobile network, either perma-
nently or temporarily.

MNP Mobile Network Prefix.(From [MK04]) A bit string that consists of some number
of initial bits of an IP address which identifies the entire mobile network within
the Internet topology. All nodes in a mobile network necessarily have an address
containing this prefix.

MNPBU Mobile Network Prefix Binding Update.Message defined by VARON to update in
a Mobile Router the Care-of Route information of a certain Mobile Network Prefix.

MR Mobile Router.The router within the mobile network that connects to the Internet is
called the Mobile Router (MR).

MRHA Mobile Router - Home Agentbidirectional tunnel.

NAS Network Access Server.

NEMO NEMOcan mean NEtwork MObility or NEtwork that MOves according tothe con-
text. A Mobile Network is (from [MK04]) an entire network, moving as a unit, which
dynamically changes its point of attachment to the Internetand thus its reachability
in the topology. The mobile network is composed of one or moreIP-subnets and is
connected to the global Internet via one or more Mobile Routers (MR). The internal
configuration of the mobile network is assumed to be relatively stable with respect
to the MR.

OLSR Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) Protocol[CJ03].

Originator MR The Mobile Router that starts a VARON Care-of Route discovery and set-up
procedure.

PaC PANA Client.

PAN Personal Area Network.

PANA Protocol for Carrying Authentication for Network Access.Protocol designed to fa-
cilitate the authentication and authorisation of clients in access networks [FOP+06].

parent-MR The MR of the parent-NEMO.

parent-NEMO The upstream mobile network providing Internet access to another mobile
network further down the hierarchy.

RA Router Advertisement.

RO Route Optimisation.

root-MR The MR of the root-NEMO that connects the nested mobile network to the fixed
Internet.
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root-NEMO The mobile network at the top of the hierarchy connecting the aggregated
nested mobile network to the Internet.

SA Security Association.

sub-MR The MR of the sub-NEMO which is connected to a parent-NEMO.

sub-NEMO The downstream mobile network attached to anothermobile network up in the
hierarchy. The sub-NEMO is getting Internet access throughthe parent-NEMO and
does not provide Internet access to the parent-NEMO.

Target MR The Mobile Router to which a Care-of Route is discovered and set-up by
VARON.

TLMR Top-Level Mobile Router.See root-MR.

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System.

VANET Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network.

VARON Vehicular Ad-hoc Route Optimisation for NEMO.Route Optimisation mechanism
suited for vehicular environments designed in this PhD thesis.

VMN Visiting Mobile Node.A mobile node (MN) assigned to a home link that does not
belong to the mobile network and which is able to change its point of attachment
while maintaining ongoing sessions. A VMN that is temporarily attached to a mobile
subnet (used as a foreign link) obtains an address on that subnet (i.e. the CoA is taken
from an MNP).


